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jABSTRACT
Significant changes have taken place in the type design as a result of
what has often been termed "the desktop
revolution."
With the popular
ization and increased availability to the average person of typographic
tools formerly available only to professionals type is slowly moving into
the realm of personal communication. This move has sparked significant
controversy among the various schools of typographic thought, but little
consensus exists. As well, technological developments are contributing
to awidening of the definition ofwhat constitutes a typeface. This study,
then, will examine the current views of type design as an art form and
the reaches of the technological developments in progress in light of lin
guistics and metaphysical thought.
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At various points in the history of type design philosophies of design
have been proposed in the form of essays,
"manifestos,"
and theses.
Without going far afield, one can easily think of several such essays,
including Beatrice Warde's famous "Crystal
Goblet,"
Tschichold's Die
Neue Typographie, and Morrison's First Principles ofTypography. Each
made a contribution to the typographical design of its period, whether by
contesting or endorsing the thought of its day. In turn, each was under
pinned by a host of historical, cultural, and esthetic sources and provid
ed interpretations of these thought to be relevant to the context in which
type was designed at the time. The last
ten years, to put it broadly, have wit
nessed the explosion and unprecedent
ed popularization of the use and design
of type. From an art confined by its
tremendous expense to professionals
and serious amateurs, typography is
now available to anyone using increas
ingly inexpensive personal computers.
Type design as well has been "made
easy"
and accessible to anyone who can
afford software packages like Altsys
Fontographer and Letraset FontStudio.
In a recent issue, the graphic design
journal Emigre showcased
"Marvelous,"
[figure 1.1] a typeface designed in
Fontographer by Elizabeth Dunn, an
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office worker at the magazine who, in the course of her mainly adminis
trative work, ran across the font design program on one of the maga
zine's Macintosh computers and thought she'd give it a try. In an inter
view later in the issue she reveals her unselfconscious, naive approach
to typographywhen she comments, "What do I think about type? The
answer, embarrassingly enough, is nothing. I don't really think about
type."
And yet Marvelous is probably only one ofmany emerging "person
al"
typefaces developed naively and unpretentiously by people who, hav
ing the tools available to them, created a unique vehicle of personal com
munication for themselves.
Reactions to this sort of demythologization of typography and its con
current demotion from the status of an arcane, exclusive art to one wide
ly accessible have been mixed. Traditionalists have been screaming
bloody murder at the thought that type might be designed naively. As all
reactionaries, they fear for the erosion of a standard in which they have
found safety and, some would say, a very comfortable, risk-free medioc
rity. More progressive designers tend not to think that "such designs are
contributing to a new level ofvisual pollution, at least not until such
typefaces are used without
purpose"
(Emigre 1). And still there are those
on the extreme end of the spectrum, challenging, questioning, seeking to
demolish taboos, and declaring legibility, among other things, dead.
Thus the purpose of this study is to come up with a
"new"
philosophy
of type design; one which takes into consideration the diversity of tradi
tions, esthetic milieus, and design media available today, and seeks to
provide a coherent analysis of the human urge to interpret and system
atize letterforms in light of the current technological context.
Departing from the premise that typography as an interpretive art
form is subject to the same criteria bywhich fine art is understood, it is
possible to develop parameters of criticism relevant to electronic type
design. To this end, an exploration will be conducted of the points of
view of respected aestheticians, philosophers, and scholars, and of the
ways in which type design affects language and signification. As part of
this process, the work of type designers working in the electronic medi
um will be examined and critiqued. It is essential to note that this litera
ture search will be formative in character. It will serve to provide the
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background for the analytical though which will be embodied in a final
work not unlike a manifesto.
Possible beneficiaries of this study include graphic artists, type
designers, and those seeking to understand and make use of the avail
able technology for type design, but it is somewhat difficult (and some
what presumptuous, perhaps?) to try to decide a prioriwho may benefit
from such a study. Its publication in design periodicals may contribute
to the discussion of type design today by generating a discussion in the
traditional dialectical mode, with an antithetical view which in turn may
lead to a synthesis or amalgamation of thought resulting in the progress
of type design. It is important to note that this study has no more pre
tension to absolute
"truth"
than any other humanistic discussion of
esthetics. Rather it is, in the dialectical sense, a thesis open to inter
pretation, comment, contradiction.
This study may also benefit those seeking to understand electronic
type design from a philosophical point ofviewwithout engaging in an
extensive study of historical type esthetics. It proposes to do the "dirty
work"
of uncovering, analyzing, and
"contextualizing"
the structures of
metaphysics and linguistics which undergird typography and type
design. As such, this studywill seek to concatenate and synthesize a
multiplicity of views and resources in a single, concise document.
Further, it seeks to join other works on electronic typography currently
available and in progress in the expansion of resources on this relatively
new and constantly evolving medium.
Reasons for undertaking this study include, above all, a love for type
design and for the electronic media and a desire to better understand the
philosophical and esthetic mechanisms of type design as well as its lim
its and possibilities of success in the electronic realm.
On a personal level, this study satisfies the author's appetite forwhat
Robert Pirsig (of Zen and theArt ofMotorcycleMaintenance fame) refers to
as classical reasoning the sort of philosophy interested in causes and
effects, in underlying structures rather than external appearances. That
is, the author will seek to establish certain generalizations on the rea
sons for the human urge to design letterforms and from there will devel
op others in an attempt to systematize
electronic type design.
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In preparation for a discussion ofmodern type design, this author
believes it essential to examine, even if briefly, the origins of alphabetic
writing for it is key to the understanding of typography both as a form of
art and as a vehicle of communication.
The birth ofwriting is inseparable from the birth of art. As early as
25,000 B.C. humans were producing representational, three-dimension
al objects, but the earliest evidence of graphical, two-dimensional repre
sentation is not to be found until much later (circa 13,000-1 1,000 B.C.),
in the Lascaux cave paintings of the upper paleolithic era (De La Croix et
al. 27). In itself, graphical representation is a tremendously significant
accomplishment, for through it the groundwork is laid for education and
the preservation of human intelligence and culture (28). From the outset,
human beings sought to record memories, desires, and impressions in a
form more durable than transient, mutable oral tradition. This human
urge for self-transcendence is often considered a reflection and embodi
ment ofmetaphysical truth, or the overarching realities of human exis
tence.
Further, throughout the history of type design extensive guidelines
have been developed to govern its use. These, for the most part, have
reflected a mutable esthetic which has changed with the technological
and cultural climate of a period. Thus, for instance, blackletter gave way
to Roman text faces which in turn were stylized into the modern sans-
serifs. As well, guidelines based on scientific study have been proposed
for the judgment of legibility and readability in type designs. The opera
tive principle has been primarily utilitarian: a typeface should not draw
attention to itselfbut should serve as a vehicle to enhance the ability of
the text at hand to be uderstood.
Nevertheless, if typography is to be understood as an art form, its
potential as a vehicle for communicating thought, emotion, or for that
matter, Immanuel Kant's metaphysical realities, cannot be denied. Thus,
theories of art criticism will be examined and applied to typography
where possible. Also, typographymay be viewed as an orderly system of
symbols. While this does not deny typography's status as art, it does
enable typography to be examined in the light of semiotics, a branch of
philosophy dedicated to the study of the meanings
of symbols.
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In the age ofmetal type, analytic essays on type design and typogra
phywere developed by designers and aestheticians each according to
the esthetic of his or her day. Some well-known essays of this sort
include StanleyMorrison's First Principles ofTypography, and Beatrice
Warde's Crystal Goblet as well as much older pieces such Albrecht
Diirer's On the Just Shaping ofLetters.With the change in technology it
is fitting that a theory of type design should be engendered which takes
into consideration the highly sophisticated tools which have put in the
hands of type designers an unprecedented degree of creative freedom.
Technology, in turn allows many people of talent and vision (though not
necessarily trained as artists or type designers) to overcome to a degree
lack of skill in drawing and to experiment with new concepts and possi
bilities which might have otherwise been closed to them. As a result,
there is potential for the creation of type designs which reinterpret the
traditional 26 letterforms according to the esthetics of people with a
diversity ofbackgrounds, bringing to the craft of type design input from
areas other than the traditional. An example of this is found in Elizabeth
Dunn, an office worker with a degree in humanities and no formal train
ing in type design, who brought her own esthetics, cultural, and psycho
logical background to the design of an electronic typeface.
Given the widespread use of PostScript as a page description lan
guage and as a method of encoding for electronic typefaces, particular
attention will be devoted to the possibilities and limitations of designing
in this medium. Exciting new
developments are expanding
and improving the versatility of
PostScript fonts.
"Beowolf,"
[figure 1.2] a font created by
two contemporary Dutch
designers is capable of rear
ranging its outline in random
ways (within a predetermined
limit) every time it is selected
Figure 1.2: Blokland and Rossum's from the type menu of a page
three versions of Beowolf . TTT, .





ticular development may seem somewhat trivial, according to the design
ers of Beowolf, it foreshadows an era of fonts that are encoded to redraw
their outlines to match specific printing conditions, print media, and
trapping requirements through additional programming appended to the
PostScript that describes the typeface.
Of importance is the concept that type design should serve communi
cation within its present context. In the visual arts, music, industrial
design, the works which have survived are those which have fit the intel
lectual, social, and economic milieu of their time the best and have thus
been assimilated into the structures of language and communication.
Thus, the type designs that survive in the present milieu of cultural
diversity and ambiguity are those which will mesh most closelywith the
reader today. They are those which will cater most adequately to a
post-
literate world and still preserve the structures of human communication.
Thus, the mission of typography and type design should be to
enhance human communication in a very broad sense. Where traditional
approaches to typography and type design no longer contribute to opti
mal communication, they might be revised and allowed to develop in
directions which better engage the reader and break down barriers to




ALPHABETIC WRITING AND EARLY
DEVELOPMENTS IN TYPE DESIGN
In keeping with the objectives of this study, it seems appropriate to
begin by briefly examining the origins of alphabetic writing, the natur
al precursor of the art of typography.
The design quarterly Emigre recently published an article by the
British graphic designer Nick Bell challenging the traditional concept of
typography as a system of representing the 26 archetypal letterforms
[Harper's 34). To Bell, "a typeface can be said to be a vocabulary of
marks of any sort, made with anymedium on any surface, even in the
absence of the formal structure that an alphabet
provides"
(34). This
departure from functionalism may be nothing more than an interesting
phenomenon in the world of contemporary type design, but it does bring
into focus a fundamental aspect ofwritten communication. There is a
sense in which this experimentation with entirely new letterforms in
place of the traditional 26 echoes the early struggle of humanity to
reduce the process of communication to a set ofmarks that could be
repeated and combined in different ways.
2. 1 THE BIRTH OFWRITING
It is practically impossible to divorce the birth ofwritten communication
from the birth of art. From the outset, human beings sought to record
memories, desires, and impressions in a form more durable than tran
sient, mutable oral tradition. As early as 25,000 B.C. humans were pro
ducing representational, three-dimensional objects, but the earliest evi
dence of graphical, two-dimensional representation is not to be found
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until much later (circa 13,000-1 1,000 B.C.), in the Lascaux cave paint
ings of the upper paleolithic (De La Croix et al. 27). In itself, graphical
representation is a tremendously significant accomplishment, for
through it the groundwork is laid for education and the preservation of
human intelligence and culture (28).
The next step, that of sifting and electing certain pictures for more
constant use and pushing them beyond the representation of one object
or objects on a single occasion to represent all the objects of one kind at
all times did not come until significantly later in the history ofmankind.
Scholars diverge on which particular group of people first created a uni
form system of representing objects and ideas through graphic symbols,
but the ancient Sumerians inMesopotamia (c. 3100 B.C.-A.D. 75) are
generally credited with this breakthrough, (Gelb 60, 61). Both I.J. Gelb
and David Diringer date the Egyptian, Hittite, and Chinese systems
somewhat later.
The Sumerian system of cuneiform (or wedge-shaped) writing is of
particular interest, for in it can be observed the evolutionary process
which led to the next great step in the development of the alphabet: the
transition from pictorial representation to the representation of individ
ual phonemes and syllables by symbols which begin to move away from
pictorialism. According to Gelb, this trend began with phonetization,
with combinations of pictures representing sounds, often by association
of ideas (67). At first, phonetization was used mostly to represent proper
names and otherwords which "could not be adequately indicated by pic
tures or combinations of
pictures"
(67). With the spread and acceptance
of phonetization, written language became more and more abstract in
appearance and rules began to be developed to govern its use (68).
A parallel development in Sumerian writing contributed to the
increasing abstractness of the cuneiform system. Clay, the material tra
ditionally employed for writing in Mesopotamia did not lend itself to the
curves necessary for representing many objects exactly (69). Instead, it
was much easier to use straight lines, making for angular pictures at
first and entirely abstract geometric markings representing syllables
later (70). The same sort of progression is seen in the Egyptian system of
writing, which began with very representational pictograms and moved
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progressively in the direction of increasing abstraction, albeit in a differ
ent style from the Sumerian, given the availability ofpapyrus, ink, and
reed pens, whichmade it easier to produce rounder, more cursive sym
bols (Ogg 65).
Despite their great degree of sophistication neither the Sumerian nor
the Egyptian systems (nor, for that matter, any of the several other sys
tems each spawned) ever progressed beyond existence as elaborate syl
labaries (Gelb 162). None of these syllabaries ever became an alphabet
a system inwhich a sign or symbol represents a single sound (166). As
David Diringer puts it, there is some disagreement among the scholars
as to who actually originated the alphabet (146). The mostwidely accept
ed theory, according to Diringer, attributes to the Egyptians the develop
ment of the alphabet, but this is very problematic, especially in light of
the persistence of the earlier, syllabic system in Egypt to a fairly
late date (147).
The North Semitic alphabet, also known as
"Proto-Semitic"
is, in
Diringers estimation, the first systemwhich deserves to be called an
alphabet (usually dated 1730-1580 B.C.) (160, 161). Evidences of this
early alphabet have been found throughout the near east, but there is
still no consensus as to the nationality of its originators (162). Ofpara
mount importance, however, is the fact that this first alphabet is the
direct forerunner of all the other alphabetic systems and represents the
final leap of sophistication in the development of systematic human com
munication.
In opposition to Diringer's assertion that the Proto-Semitic is the first
truly alphabetic system, Gelb argues that itwas really only a syllabary,
especially in light of its lack ofvowels (Diringer 166). To Gelb, the first
truly alphabetic system is to be found among the Greek alphabetwhich
did include both vowels and consonants (Gelb 166). Interesting as this
controversy may be, it does not change the fact that the western alpha
bet, also known as the Roman alphabet, is well known to derive directly
from the Greek, which evolved from the Proto-Semitic system through a
variety of stages the latest ofwhich was
the Phoenician (Ogg 80).
From ^.uboea, a Greek island in the ._4__gean, the Greek alphabet
migrated to the south of Italy through the colonizing efforts of the
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./Eubceans (Clodd 195). After its introduction to Italy in the eighth centu
ry B.C. the Greek alphabet spawned several variations, amongwhich
Clodd cites the Umbrian, Oscan, and Etruscan (195). The only survivor
among the Italian descendants of the Greek alphabet was the Latin,
which had its future ensured by the expansion of the Roman empire and
its subsequent domination ofmost of the known world (195). The
changes to the Greek alphabet introduced by the Romans involved main
ly the rounding of characters and the adaptation of the Greek phonemes
to their own language, as well as the addition of certain characters (C, G,
L, S, P, R, D, V, F, Q) (Ogg 106).
Thus, from the first scratchings and scribbles of paleolithic people
upon their cave walls to a fully developed alphabetic system approxi
mately 10,000 years elapsed, a staggering figure, especially in compari
son to the breakneck pace of modern technological development. 15 mil
lennia after Lascaux, type designers are, in a sense, seeking to reinvent
the alphabet by abandoning the traditional letterforms in favor of new
marks with modern computer technology as their passport to a creative
freedom enhanced by greater speed and automation than was available.
Throughout antiquity letterforms continued to develop in amanner
thatwas often conditioned by the technology at hand. Thus, in Greece
and Rome we see the emergence inscriptionals, widely used for countless
monuments commemorating one campaign or another. These, as a rule,
were simple, graceful forms, but very refined in their construction and
often quite large due to their application on monuments and public
works. Further, ancient inscriptionals were a source of great interest to
Renaissance scholars who studied them in great detail and attempted to
replicate their geometry.
2.2 MEDIEVAL DEVELOPMENTS
With the waning of the Holy Roman empire culture and with it the devel
opment of letterforms moved into the monasteries with their extensive
libraries and scriptora. During this middle ages, often referred to as the
"dark"
ages, many developments in the written, calligraphic letterform
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took place.
-Again, the letterform styles developed were conditioned by
the technology at hand. Perforce, medieval design of letterforms was
confined to the realm ofmanuscripts given the nonexistence ofmovable
type. Scribes typically used pens with diagonally cut nibs and worked
their craft on sheets ofvellum. Thus, in the earlymiddle ages vestiges of
the traditional Roman inscriptionals remained in the first uncial alpha
bets. Before long,
"shortcuts"
began to appear, conditioned by the
stroking of the pen. The letterforms became more lyrical, more cursive,
and scribes began to take advantage of the contrasts they could estab
lish between thick and thin strokes. By the beginning of the
Renaissance, calligraphic letterforms, which tended to be blackletter
styles or variations of blackletter styles, bore relatively little resemblance
to the Classical inscriptionals that preceded them.
At the same time, the art ofmanuscript illumination, developed and
flourished among the monastic scribes. The manuscript format was
basically established by the end of the first centuryAD, bywhich time
vellum was a fully viable writing material (Calkins 16). At first manu
scripts appeared as long scrolls ofvellum leaves sown end to end and
were known as rotulae, but gradually developed into the codex format of
vellum leaves bound down a central crease (16). Jerome's AD 382 trans
lation of the Bible into Latin quickly became a favorite ofmanuscript
writers and illuminators, and the Scriptures, often packaged in smaller
units (such as the Psalms or the Gospels) make up for the majority of
illuminated texts (18).
The first truly illuminated manuscript is thought to be the Codex
Alexandrinus, a Greek document from the fifth century (19). From there
the art developed to include historiated initials which depict historical
scenes, and illustrative initials, often with the figures of the four evange
lists (29).
There is a sense in which these initials, with their astounding rich
ness of detail hint at the desire to imbue particular letterforms with
significance beyond the immediate. The medieval ifluminator's deep spir
ituality and devotion is revealed in the painstaking care with which he
creates the flourishes and filigrees of a historiated or decorative initial.
Thus the design of these letterforms, often at variance with the style
n
employed in the text, becomes in itself an act ofworship. On the other
hand, throughout the Middle Ages there is evidence that manuscript illu
mination became a vehicle of intensely personal expression for the illu
minator, often surfacing in humorous and at times bawdyways. It is not
uncommon, for instance, to find bizarre, grotesque, or caricatural figures
hidden among the tracery of a gorgeous initial. In one more way, then,
the link is made evident between the making of letterforms and the
typi
cal concerns of self-expression and transcendental meaningwhich have
driven art through the ages.
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Part Three
THE NARROWING GAP BETWEEN
FINE ART AND TYPOGRAPHY
FROM THE RENAISSANCE THROUGH
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
In no other period is the close relationship between the development of
typography, fine art, and human thoughtmore visible than in the
Renaissance, and of particular interest in this period was the widespread
experimentation of type designers with the construction of letterforms by
geometric and mathematical means. A close examination of this phe
nomenon yields valuable considerations on the nature of type design as
it finds its place in the overall context of human endeavor and under
standing.
3. 1 SETTING THE STAGE IN THE RENAISSANCE
With the first rumbles of the Renaissance on the horizon of fifteenth-cen
tury Italy the artistic output ofmasters and craftsmen of the time began
to reveal an increasing awareness of self ofwhat it is that makes
humanity tick and a revival of interest in the mathematical principles
of spatial representation (De La Croix et al. 591). Eight years before the
birth of the first known constructor ofRoman capitals (Felice Feliciano)
sculptor Lorenzo Ghiberti was already at work on his sculptural master
piece, The Gates ofParadise, the eastern portals of the Florence
Cathedral (589). Of particular importance in Ghiberti's masterpiece is a
fully articulated understanding of perspective. According to Gardner's
Art Through theAges, "perspective, with its mathematical authority and




(589). With Plato's work as inspiration, artists of
the quattrocento rediscovered the compass and the straightedge and the
mathematical ideal of proportion quickly became pervasive throughout
the fine arts.
Of note among the painters of the early quattrocento is Thomaso
Guidi, known as Masaccio, whose Holy Trinity of 1428 is a tour de force
ofvanishing-point perspective and classical imagery (600). More than
Macaccio, however, Piero della Francesca and AndreaMantegna explore
perspective and the canons of classical proportion in their carefully cal
culated and plotted paintings. Piero della Francesca's Flagellation of
Christ is so accurate in depicting the architectural details of the building
in which the scene is taking place that modern architects have been able
to reconstruct the floor plan quite easily (605). InMantegna's St. James
Led toMartyrdom (1455) it becomes evident that the artist has done a
thorough study of ancient historical imagery. There is an effort through
out the piece to make the details as historically correct as possible (628).
Mantegna, it should be noted, was an enthusiastic archaeologist, and
spent time with his friend and contemporary Felice Feliciano exploring
Roman ruins throughout the Italian boot (Belser 9).
For that matter, bothMantegna and Piero della Francescawere close
ly tied to men involved in the early efforts to decode and systematize the
geometric principles believed to have been employed in the Roman
inscriptionals that dotted the ruins they often visited. Throughout the
quattrocento stonecutters and artists made frequent and unselfcon-
scious use of these same inscriptionals, but among calligraphers and
early printers the geometric construction ofRoman capitals took root.
Their contribution to the history of type design is not easy to gauge, but
this fascination with Euclidian geometry and the seeking after a
neo-pla-
tonic, metaphysical ideal for letterforms was typical of the Renaissance.
With the exception of a final salvo of geometrical letter-building seen in
the efforts of the French Imprimerie Royale of the early 1700s, the move
ment spans roughly 130 years: from Feliciano's manuscript of 1463 to
1600 when, according to Donald Anderson, interest in constructed
Roman capitals finally died (132). Nevertheless, the development of the
geometrically constructed Roman capital is a particularly interesting
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Renaissance development in that it seeks to provide a rational system for
the design of letterforms but imbues the mechanics of geometry and pro
portion with such importance that these become almost metaphysical in
character.
3.2 THE CONSTRUCTORS OF ROMAN CAPITALS
One of the better known Renaissance constructors ofRoman capitals is
found in Fra Luca de Pacioli ofBorgo San Sepolcro whose geometrical
treatise De Divina Proportione appeared in 1509 (Morrison 17). A
Franciscan monk and typical of the Renaissance in the eclecticism of his
learning, Pacioli is best known for his Summa deArithmetica of 1494, a
treatise on mathematics in which, among other things, he discusses
double-entry bookkeeping (1). According to StanleyMorrison, Pacioli was
not a particularly original mathematician but more of a compiler of
mathematical formulas and concepts (5). This compilatory tendency,
says Morrison, extended to Pacioli's work on Roman capitals where he
drew heavily on the studies of Feliciano and Damianus Moyllus, another
early constructor ofRoman capitals without giving either credit (18).
Nevertheless, Pacioli's calculations are based on a ratio of 1:9 rather
than Feliciano's 1:10 orMoyllus's 1:12. In addition, his instructions are
far more complete and significantlymore complex than those of either of
his predecessors. To Morrison the increased complexity of Pacioli's
geometry results in a loss of practicality; that is, stonecutters would find
it more difficult to reproduce inscriptionals according to Pacioli's instruc
tions (Moyllus 20).
To Matthew Carter, however, Pacioli's intricate instructions have
meant that his alphabet can be understood and reconstructed today,
either manually or with the aid of
design software on a computer (4).
While attempting to recreate Pacioli's
Roman capitals on aMacintosh
computer, Carter discovered that pure geometry is not enough (4). The
transitions between the straight and curved segments of Pacioli's capi
tals are particularly difficult if his instructions
are to be interpreted liter
ally (4). As a result, Carter found
himself smoothing the outline of each
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character visually to compensate for the harshness of the transitions (4).
According to Carter, "Pacioli interpreted his rules to humor his
eye"
(4).
Two of the more picturesque Renaissance constructors ofRoman cap
itals lived outside of Italy. The first and more widely known of the two is
Albrecht Diirer, the monstre sacre of the Northern Renaissance, whose
Unterweysung derMeJ3ung, mit dem Zirkel und richtsheyt appeared in
Nuremberg in 1528. The second, a colorful Frenchman named Geoffroy
Torywhose mystical Champ Fleury appeared in 1529, is somewhat dif
ferent in character from the other works on the construction ofRoman
capitals that appeared during the Renaissance.
Known in English as Of the Just Shaping ofLetters, Diirer's work is
unique among those examined in this paper in that it provides more
than one variation for several of the characters (Hofer and Pargelis 9).
Diirer's design, which is based on the 1:10 proportion, relies heavily on
the work of his Italian counterparts, but in it there is a tendency towards
simplification and away from the extremely complex geometric struc
tures of certain of his predecessors such as Pacioli and Fanti (9).
According to Donald Anderson, Diirerwas the first to identify and
make use of certain concepts of type design which over the years have
become popular (129). Among these is the practice of designing a capital
"A"
so that it protrudes above the cap line and appears to be the same
height as the rest of the characters (129). A final curiosity ofDiirer's
Unterweysung is a short but fascinating study on the geometrical con
struction of a German textura face using triangles and squares (Carter
7). The concept of constructing a textura face is somewhat unpractical,
of course; the angular look of such a face is more easily achieved with a
flat-nibbed pen. Nevertheless, Diirer's geometrical analysis of textura is
indicative of the degree to which Renaissance designers were fascinated
by the underlying structures and proportions of letterforms. As well,
Diirer's work is indicative of the degree to which the interest in applied
geometry and mathematics was prevalent in Europe. However, it is
unlikely that Diirer, as rational as he was,
held as heavilymetaphysical
aworld view as his French contemporary Geoffroy Tory.
Printed in Paris in 1529, Tory's Champ Fleury is a characterized by
extensive theorizing on the metaphysical, mythological, and cabalistic
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forces which, according to Tory, made the western alphabetwhat it is.
Tory draws heavily on Greek mythology and the Jewish Kabbala. This is
not surprising, forKabbalaa form Jewish mysticism dating from the
third century
ADholds that "everyword, letter, number, even accent of
the [Old Testament] contains mysteries to be
interpreted"
[INFODESK on
line reference). According to linguist Umberto Eco, much of the meaning
of cabalistic texts originates with the psychological and cultural back
ground of the reader, through a free association of ideas that only begin
with the text and move far beyond it in the reader's imagination (153).
While it is difficult to accept Tory's positions at face value, it might be
speculated that he lacked the sophistication to put into direct, imperson
al terms his metaphysical theories of letterform design and felt com
pelled to resort to mythology and the "free combinations of . . .
signifiers"
of the Kabbala (154). Little direct evidence exists in support of this claim,
but French linguist Roland Barthes and others have suggested that it is
a common feature in human communication to resort to metaphor in
explaining realities which otherwise defy explanation (102). Thus, when
Tory cannot produce a satisfactory explanation for the origin of the
alphabet he draws on a myth (such as the myth ofHyacinthus to explain
the letter "A"). Referring to spiritualistic, neo-Platonic systems of mean
ing such as Geoffroy Tory's, Michel Lacoue-Labarthe, a twentieth centu





Lacoue-Labarthe means an actual
visual element, which may be a work of art, a letterform, or a symbol.
Interestingly, Tory digresses extensivelywith the sole purpose of
decrying the work of all of his predecessors (except for Diirer, whom he
respected as an artist) as copied, inept, or misled (Hofer and Pargelis 9).
Foremost among these is the accusation that Pacioli copied his work
directly from Leonardo DaVinci's (Morrison 20). StanleyMorrison points
out that there are relatively few differences between Tory's work and that
of Pacioli basically Tory uses of a 1:10 rather than a 1 :9 proportion and
further develops a grid system first conceived by Francesco Torniello da
Novara (24). The main difference between Tory's work and that of other
constructors ofRoman capitals is that he is less interested in a letter's
appearance than in the method of its construction as well as how closely
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this method mirrors his own metaphysical beliefs (25). To quote Matthew
Carter,
It is not enough for Tory to design a good 'A'; he must show it to us com
posed of a trivet of Ts and superimposed on a purple iris. This, he explains at
enormous length, relates to the legend of Hyacinthus, a youth killed by Apollo
with a wildly pitched quoit. On the petals of the flower that sprang from
Hyacinthus's blood, Apollo marked the letters
'AY*
(meaning 'Alas!') to signify his
grief (11).
Tory, like other constructors ofRoman capitals, justifies his choice of
proportions between strokes and ascenders by the proportion between a
classical man's head and his height, a common point of reference in the
Renaissance (11). Tory adds, however, that the 1:10 proportion is ideal
because the nine muses ofGreek mythology and Apollo are ten (11).
Though it contributed little technically to the construction ofRoman
capitals, Tory's Champ Fleury is important in that it establishes a prece
dent (no matter how bizarre and personal it may seem in the twentieth
century) for the philosophical study ofwriting and of letterforms, later to
be developed through the discipline of philology.
The construction ofRoman capitals began to lose its original impetus
and raison d'etre in the second half of the sixteenth centurywhen
accomplished calligraphers like the Spaniard Juan de Yciar included
Roman capitals in their texts simply because they believed it was expect
ed of them (Anderson 130). As mentioned before, the final attempt to
construct letters geometrically came in the form of an entire typeface
designed by the French ImprimerieRoyale in 1700. This was based on a
square gird of 2,204 units, butwas rejected by Grandjean, who actually
cut the type for the Imprimerie, in favor of a freehand interpretation
(Moyllus introduction 21).
3.3 THE SIGNIFICANCE AND REPERCUSSIONS OF
THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROMAN CAPITALS
Was the construction ofRoman capitals a passing fad, an affectation of
Renaissance eccentrics? Perhaps. Given its lack of practicality and
limit-
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ed appeal, it is not surprising that the construction ofRoman capitals
eventually died down and was replaced by freehand design.
Nevertheless, it is a movement which was decisive in the ultimate pre
ponderance ofRoman text faces over blackletter types during the
Renaissance and their eventual dominance in modern printing. Finally,
the twentieth centurywork ofDavid Lance Goines shows that humani
ty's fascination with geometry and the seeking of geometric parameters
for the construction of letterforms is not completely dead. His 1982
book, A ConstructedRomanAlphabet: A GeometricAnalysis of the Greek
andRoman Capitals and of theArabicNumerals takes the geometric con
struction ofRoman capitals to heights of precision not seen during the
Renaissance.
The most important aspect of this seemingly bizarre Renaissance fad
is that it reveals for the first time the intimate relationship between
typography and fine art, a relationship thatwas to last to our own day.
The geometric experimentation of Luca de Pacioli, ofDiirer, Verini and
others, and their deep preoccupation with proportion, mirror exactly the
thoughts and concerns of the fine artists of their day (hence the extent of
the discussion included above). Many of these constructors ofRoman
capitals were, in fact, fine artists and invested much time and effort in
experimenting with mathematical ideals in their own work, contributing
immensely to the development of the arts in subsequent centuries.
3.4 DEVELOPMENTS IN TYPOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY
AS A REFLECTION OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC jAND
CULTURAL PHASES IN HISTORY
Throughout the 500 years or so between Gutenberg's invention of mov
able type and the dawn of the computer era, type design remained virtu
ally the same in its processes.
Drawings were made, punches were cut,
type was cast. With the industrial revolution machines began to produce
en masse what craftsmen once did by hand, but the principles did not
change. Even with the advent of typesetting machines, matrices still had
to be produced and type had to be cast from
themthough at unprece-
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dented speeds. With the birth of phototypesetting systems the
punch-
cutting elementwas eliminated, and designs made on paper could be
photographed and made into celluloid or glass
"matrices"
for photo-type
setting machines of that era.
However, throughout these 500 years type design has grown closer
and closer to fine arts and has followed the esthetic movements and
developments that have occurred in this realm. As mentioned before,
throughout the Renaissance, rationality and coolly scientific methods
were the order of the day. In the Baroque and Rococo which followed,
there was a flourishing of filigree and ornamentation. As the cutting of
type developed technically, designs became more and more elaborate
and began to incorporate a richly variegated fauna and flora of zoomor-
phic doodads. This was the era of fleurons, borders, and end pieces.
With the nineteenth century came Romanticism and a growing interest
in antiquity, the middle ages, and rustic motifs. This, in turn was the era
ofWilliam Morris and the Pre-Rafaelites, characterized by the resurgence
of interest in blackletter types, moving slowly but surely into the sinuous
forms of the art nouveau. AfterWorldWar I interest shifted away from
decorativeness to functionality, a tendencywhich is felt most strongly in
the theories ofWalter Gropius, Moholy-Nagy, Mies Van Der Rohe and
other members of the German Bauhaus, which in the 1930s shifted to
the United States as a result of persecution by the Nazis. No other centu
ry in the history of art is as full of
"isms"
as the twentieth. Suprematism,
neoplasticism, dadaism, surrealism, superrealism, abstract expression
ism, all trooped through and enjoyed their brief time in the limelight.
Today the debate is over the demise ofmodernism in favor of "post
modernism, or what Phil Baines, writing in a recent issue of Eye,
describes as "a plurality of expression, much ofwhich rejects both mod
ernism and tradition except as formal devices to be plundered along with
every other graphic
language"
(4). Modernism was a product of the ratio
nalism of the Bauhaus era and sought to move away from the past as a
source of inspiration to the present. However, modernism has often been
criticized for the narrowness of its approach, its failure to recognize any
value in tradition (6). In some cases, according to Baines, modernism
painted itself into a corner of "silly formalism, ofwhich the exclusive use
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of sans serifwas but a
part"
(6). He goes on to quote the Swiss-born
French architect, Le Corbusier, who once defined modernity "not [as] a
fashion but a
state"
(6). To him, "It is necessary to understand history,
and he who knows history knows how to find continuity between that
which was, that which is, and that which will
be"
(6).
In his article Baines speaks of contemporary type designers seeking
to reconcile the two contemporariness and tradition and describes
them as having a "passionate interest in the word, but [believing] that it
is better served by an expressive
treatment"
(6). .And expressiveness, it
seems is the crux of the matter in late twentieth century type design,
particularly as exemplified by the more revolutionary contingent in
trade Zuzana Licko and RudyVanderLans of Emigre, Nick Bell of the
London College of Printing, and the Van Blokland brothers.
This, of course, has not always been so. The tradition which many
graphic designers and users of typography still respect is one of strict
functionalism. Phil Baines, in his article in Eye defines
"tradition"
in the
Anglo-Saxon world as the corpus of ideas put forth by BeatriceWarde,
StanleyMorison, and Jan Tschichold. Morrison once wrote that
'Typography is the efficient means to an essentially utilitarian and only
accidentally esthetic end, for enjoyment of patterns is rarely the reader's
chief
aim"
(5). He goes on to say in his First Principles ofTypography that
to him, dull and boring typesetting is far less distracting than active,
interesting typesetting (5). In fact, anything that might come between the
text and the reader is objectionable type serves merely a vehicle for the
conveyance of an author's ideas (5). Nevertheless, Morrison does not dis
courage investigation of new type designs, but states quite emphatically
that "for a new fount to be successful, it has to be so good that only very
few recognize its
novelty,"
and adds that type should be cloaked in "con
summate reticence and rare
discipline"
(7). On the following page ofFirst
PrinciplesMorrison shrugs off type design with the curt dismissal, "so
much for
type."
Morrison, of course, wrote within the cultural and artistic context of
his time, an erawhen societywas still literate. People read, enjoyed
reading, and knewwhat their authors were saying. Increasinglywestern
society of the latter twentieth century
is referred to as post-literate. It is
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far easiernot to mention more entertainingto
"consume"
a text in its
abbreviated, interactive hypermedia form, laced with sound bytes and
QuickTime videoclips, than to sit and slog through page after page of
dull typesetting. More and more the typical reader turns to magazines
and television for news and entertainment rather than to traditional
books. This is not to say, of course, that book production per se is dead,
but perhaps it is time to reevaluate the role of type and the way in which
literature is produced in light of the technological developments of the
last several years. It is time, as well, to evaluate the role of typography in
the context of non-paper, interactive, computer-based literature.
Another aspect of the state of artistic thought in the latter twentieth
century of considerable concern to the world of type design is the debate
over the the distinction (or lack thereof) between fine art and craft.
Writing in American Craft, sculptor Bruce Metcalf that craft "springs
from a different set ofvalues and a separate historical
consciousness"
(40). To him art and craft have developed along parallel lines with differ
ent purposes and different traditions (40). Ultimately, the difference (if it
can truly be characterized as such) seems to be one of intent: craft
serves a function, though this function is often merely one of decoration,
while art communicates something transcendental. The line is blurred
when craft becomes imbued with metaphysical overtones and art moves
into the realm of functionality, as in industrial design, ceramics, or
typography. In typography particularly, the difference is now blurred. No
longer is the simple conveyance of textual information the only reason to
design type. Expression is ascendant in the realm of typography and, as
noted earlier, personal communication is gaining in importance. That is,
with the increased accessibility of type design tools a new channel for
the expression of individual concerns and thoughts through art has been
generated. With this increased penchant for expressiveness, Phil Baines
points out, there is the risk of faddishness and an excessive dedication
to style. To Baines, "Style originates unintentionallywhen artists wrestle
seriouslywith the fundamental problems
of a period. Fashion, on the
other hand, deliberately seeks novelty and is usually willing to sacrifice,
for that purpose, the good things that are already
there"
(6).
It is important to note that the many esthetic movements which have
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characterized the history of art since the Renaissance did not develop in
a vacuum. Theywere couched in a social, economical, and cultural
milieu and were motivated by changes and developments in each of
these areas. Thus, for instance, nineteenth century Romanticism coin
cided with the "emphasis on human rights in the public
sphere"
and the
concurrent increase in "the value of feeling and emotion in private expe
rience"
and produced an incomparable outpouring of schmaltz as seen
in the works of the French painters Theodore Gericault and Antoine
Jean Gros. For that matter, anyone who has stood before Delacroix's
Liberty Leading the People, perhaps the quintessential image of the
French Revolution understands the strength of the link between art and
political and social history.
Parallel to the growth of each of these esthetic movements one or
more schools of esthetics were developing as well to explain what was
happening in the world of art which, more often than not, derived much
of its sense of direction from the world of philosophy. Historically, the
world has relied on the works ofKant, Hegel, and Schopenhauer to pro
vide the backbone for its esthetic thought. These three German philoso
phers have been responsible for the development of esthetic thought
from the end of the eighteenth centurywell into the twentieth century.
Though all three were contemporaries each developed a unique theory of
esthetics and each influenced artistic thought through the remainder of
history in a unique manner.
A final area of interest in to the context of type design in the latter
years of the twentieth century is that of literary criticism. Though seem
ingly unrelated, literature, like typography, is concerned with the trans
mission and dissemination of thoughts and ideas in verbal form. Literary
criticism, in turn, seeks to understand the ways in which literature
serves its purpose as a vehicle for thought. It studies symbols, figures of
speech, modes of expression, styles, attitudes in which thought is com
municated and seeks to understand what about human thought and
existence is being communicated beyond the immediate message of the
text. Type in a similar way, serves as a vehicle forwords, but it also
serves an often overlooked function as a message in and of itself. Thus, it
seems that through a brief look at literary criticism one might arrive at a
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better understanding of the limits and reaches ofwhat can be
communi
cated though any of the myriad ways of expressing the twenty-six tradi
tional letter forms. This, it seems, is of particular importance in an era
when expression is becoming an increasingly integral part of type design.
Ultimatelywhat this points to is the potential for greatly enhanced com
munication where both type and the words it constructs convey a richer,




TYPE DESIGN IN THE ERA OF
THE MACINTOSH: THE DESKTOP
REVOLUTION AND THE CURRENT MILIEU
4.1 THE DESKTOP REVOLUTION IN RETROSPECT
As Jonathan Seybold, the don of desktop publishing technology, put
it in his address at the opening session of the Seybold San
Francisco '92 conference, "[Eight] years ago computing and publishing
collided."
He may have been referring to the introduction in 1984 of the
first 128KMacintosh, one of the first commercially available personal
computers to employ a graphical user interface, now a standard in most
systems dedicated to publishing (Sosinsky 77). Though not the first com
puter to be able to perform publishing tasks, the Macintosh was
extremely important because it putwithin the reach of the common per
son tools which until then were only available to professionals in the
graphic arts. Seybold goes on to say that, seven years later, the desktop
revolution is still happening. In his words, "Many of the most impor
tant and most rewarding challenges are still ahead of
us"
(1). Not least
among these is the continual development ofmore powerful and more
sophisticated desktop-based typographical design packages.
Later in the same address, Seybold reviews the place of type per se in
the desktop revolution. In the days ofmetal type, a typeface was "a com
modity in its own
right"
(14). To put it differently, a typeface in the form
of individual metal types was a physical thing one owned: it took up
space, quantities of it were measured by the pound, types wore out,
broke and had to be replaced. From time to time individual types had to
be modified to suit the needs of a specific job (through actual physical
cutting of the metal) and could never be
restored to their original condi-
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tion. Foundries worked with type designers and cast type to order and,
though a high level ofmechanization was achieved after the industrial
revolution, the product was still the same. As Seybold points out, the
invention of the hot metal linecaster changed to some degree the status
ofmetal type, especially insofar as people employed as composers were
concerned (14). As inmany industries affected by the boom ofmechani
cal engineering and industrial design of the latter nineteenth century,
countless workers lost their jobs to new machines. Though the fast type
setting marketwent mostly into the hands of the giants ofmachine type
setting Monotype and Linotype especially many smaller foundries and
private craftsmen continued to produce type for hand composition (14).
Hot metal reigned almost entirely unchallenged well into the 1960s
when it began to be replaced by phototypesetting systems patterned very
closely after the old linecasting units. In many cases the major difference
was that film matrices substituted metal ones while the mechanics
remained very similar. Matrices trickled down to the rhythm of the com
poser's keystrokes, each character was exposed individually onto photo
graphic paper or graphic arts film and the matrices were returned to the
magazine in much the same way as in the metal casting machines, until
a line of type was formed. This technology as well was displaced in the
late 1960s and early 1970s by Cathode Ray Tube exposure units driven
by dedicated typesetting computers, capable of setting hundreds of lines
of type per minute and of outputting basic geometric (linear) shapes. As
Seybold points out, proprietary technology was not yet viewedwith disfa
vor in the graphic arts world at this time (14). In fact, manymanufactur
ers had as their greatest selling point the magnitude of their type
libraries accumulated during the previous eras ofmetal and film-based
technologies (14). In addition, the preponderance ofproprietary, device-
dependent typesetting systems and closely guarded type libraries led
many foundries to design their own versions of their
competitors'
type
faces (14). Finally, as Seybold puts it, "The enormous time and cost
required to build a credible type librarywas the most important barrier
to entry into the typesetter business, and therefore the most important





4.2 POSTSCRIPT, TRUETYPE, AND THE
TYPOGRAPHICAL EXPLOSION
From the point of view of typography proper, the most decisive event in
the desktop revolution was the advent of PostScript as a viable system
for encoding, storing and utilizing fonts (14). For the first time, a mod
icum of "device
independence"
was assured in the typographical world
since the days of hand-composition when type was truly device-indepen
dent once set, it could be printed on virtually anymanual or mecha
nized letterpress. Similarly, PostScript makes possible output on any
PostScript device (14). As Jonathan Seybold points out, "The type mar
ket and the position that type playswas completely
changed."
For awhile, Adobe insisted on keeping PostScript a proprietary tech
nology and the encryption specifications for Type 1 fonts were a very
closely guarded secret (14). This ensured to some extent that only
devices running true Adobe PostScriptwould be able to run Adobe fonts,
and that no one else would be able to sell fully functional Type 1 type
faces (14). It did not take long, however, for Bitstream one ofAdobe's
competitors to announce that it had broken through the encryption
algorithm (14). A short while later, Adobe released the Type 1
specifications (14).
It goes almost without saying that PostScript Type 1 became the
industry standard in terms of font technology and received further
homologation in the world of professional publishing as the chosen sys
tem for high-end imagesetters. Adobe, in turn, branched out from the
software business into the role of a digital type
"foundry"
and offers an
enviable type library acquired from a variety of traditional foundries and
commissioned from contemporary type designers. Similar to traditional
type foundries such as Stempel and Monotype, Adobe now offers with its
fonts comprehensive brochures which include complete type samples,
detailed histories of each face, and samples of the typeface in use.
Adobe further ensured its position in the PostScript type market by
introducing a new outline-font technologywhich allows almost endless





outlines for a number of
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sizes and weights of a given character rather than simply scaling a single
master for all point sizes. This provides a more optically correct rendition
of a typeface as it counteracts the distortions which result from the use
of a single master for all sizes and weights. However, according to Mitzi
Waltz, writing in MacWeek, this technology has not yet affected the buy
ing decisions ofmany publication designers, due to the still relatively
higher cost ofmultiple master fonts (1). Nevertheless it is another indica
tor of the great flexibility of PostScript outline font technology.
Further, in a curious alliance of strong competitors, Apple Computer
and Microsoft Corporation worked together to produce one more outline
font technology. Rather than relying on PostScript as does Adobe's sys
tem ofmultiple masters, TureType is a system unto itself. It is actually
quite similar to PostScript in the sense that it uses curves and splines to
delineate font outlines. In simple terms, the difference is that the curves
that make up TrueType faces are based on cubic equations rather than
the quadratic equations that make up PostScript typefaces. The advan
tages ofTrueType over its PostScript counterpart are most evident in the
Microsoft Windows platform running on IBM PC-compatible machines.
Among the advantages ofTrueType is greater portability among output
devices as a result of enhanced embedding capabilities, better screen
resolution without additional software (withoutAdobe's Type Manager,
PostScript fonts are rendered on the monitor at a very coarse 72 dpi),
and more efficient hinting technologywhich permits crisper output at a
variety of sizes on lower resolution output devices such as may be found
in homes and businesses (King 1). The status ofTrueType as a second
font standard has been strengthened by its inclusion in shipments of
Microsoft's graphical user interface, Windows 3.1, and Apple's lower-end
output devices, the StyleWriter I and II and the Personal LaserWriter. In
an unprecedented foray into the type market, Apple Computer, in coop
eration with a number ofwell respected digital foundries and type ven
dors (including Bitstream Inc., Linotype Corp., Agfa Corp., The Font
Bureau, and Bigelow & Holmes Inc.) began to ship a package of 43
TrueType fonts in October of 1992 (Picarille 1).
Again, as Jonathan Seybold puts it, "The result is that type has now
been completely divorced from output hardware. There are two
competi-
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five type technologies: Adobe Type 1, and TrueType, and everyone is lin
ing up behind one of the other of them (or
both)"
(15). Consequences of
this scenario, according to Seybold, include an greater level of competi
tion in the marketplace than ever before, with a concurrent diminution
of the dollar value of traditional typefaces and a great opportunity for the
growth of creative design (15). It is in this milieu that digital foundries
such as Emigre and individual designers such as the Van Blokland
brothers in Holland have found acceptance and room to experimentwith
new ideas in typography.
As Seybold points out, a less palatable consequence of the cheapen
ing of type is that anyone with the basic hardware for font digitization
and the mass production of software can now enter the market as a digi
tal foundry (16). A cursory perusal of the catalogs ofmost software mail
order houses reveals a profusion of inexpensive "type
libraries"
in both
Type 1 and TrueType formats, most ofwhich are haphazard compila
tions of bastardized versions of good-quality foundry type. The latest cat
alog from MacWarehouse, an outfit based in Lakewood, New Jersey, is
enough to set a typographer's teeth on edge. In it are listed at least six
different "type
libraries,"
(not one retailing for over $100) which include










(for Zapfs Palatino). As a
result ofwhat many consider a grave omission in U.S. copyright law, it is
legal to copyright only the name of a typeface, but not the actual
letter-
forms in the set, unless these are particularly original or of great artistic
merit a criterion which is, at best, very vague. What this means is that
anyone who can get a hold of a complete alphabet in some form
whether digital or digitizable can market it under his or her own name
without paying a single red penny in royalties to the type designer and
the foundry that originally released the design. Above all, as Jonathan
Seybold points out, most of these packages from
"no-name"
foundries
are ofvery dubious quality (16).
E_ven Ed Benguiat (in whose version ofBookman, this document is
set), traditionally a staunch opponent of computer-assisted type design,
is beginning to feel the combined pinch of the death of phototypography
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and the ascendancy of rip-off pseudo-foundries and has initiated an
effort to convert his vast lode of fonts into digital form in order to remain
competitive (Pfiffner 2).
The existence of cheap knockoffs is particularly irritating in light of
the time involved in designing a typefaceeven with sophisticated digital
equipment. Jonathan Hoeffler, who has created several fonts for the
Macintosh and has worked closelywith Apple computer, says it takes
him between five and 16 weeks to develop and finalize the design of a
new typeface (Vick 1). The majority of the time is spent in ideation and
sketches in Adobe Illustrator, before importing the finished outlines into
Fontographer, and it seems somewhat unethical to allow this process of
thought and creativity to be freely plundered by seekers of fast profit (1).
Seybold and others fear that fire-sale pricing of typefaces will result in
a stagnation of the effort to convert traditional type designs to digital
form by the type foundries that own them (16). This, he says, is because
of the significantly longer digitization time and concurrently higher costs
involved in producing a high-quality Type 1 or TrueType face vis-a-vis a
market unlikely to provide an adequate return on the investment (16).
Why pay hundreds of dollars for a newAdobe face, the reasoning goes,
when one can wait for a cheap version to be bundled with someone's new
"type
library."
On the other hand, Seybold urges the continuation of cre
ative efforts on the part of smaller foundries and individual designers
and urges marketers and industry authorities to push for an improve
ment in standards (17).
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Part Five
TYPE DESIGN IN THE ERA OF THE
MACINTOSH: CONSIDERATIONS ON
DESIGN, LEGIBILITY, AND FUNCTION




giants of digital type are a number of highly creative and enterprising
individuals catering to the well-informed avant-garde in the graphic
design and electronic publishing communities. Among these are some
who have been designing type digitally since it became possible to do so
on theMacintosh, and others who were established pen-and-paper
designers well before the advent ofmice, scanners andWacom tablets
but adapted to the changing the technology by learning new techniques.
5. 1 THE BEGINNINGS OF DESKTOP TYPE DESIGN
In the early days of digital type, designers were often forced into esthetic
compromises by the limitations of the hardware available at the time and
by the poor resolution of the devices on which the type would ultimately
be output. Severalworked very hard to circumvent the shortcomings of
the early technology and produced competent designs which shows
concern for taste and esthetics (Kinross 28). Matthew Carter, for
instance, produced
"Video,"
[figure 5.1] a typeface which looks remark
ably like Meidinger's Helvetica, butwas designedwith the inherent dis
tortions of a cathode ray tube inmind hence the name, video (28).
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1 234567890




[figure 5.2] a serif face contoured to
fit lower resolution output devices with minimal distortion, and Emigre
produced
"Matrix,"
currently the largest family in its catalog [figure 5.3]
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
(28)' Thou^1 elegant Matrix
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS
vlewed at close Proximity
TUVWXYZ1 234567890
shows evidence of having been
sculpted to fit the grid of low
Figure 5.2: Adrian Frutiger's
"Breughel" resolution laser printer. Abrupt
terminations, square serifs,
and slightly flattened curves in the original design represent some of the
compromises the designer was forced to accept. The script version as
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the catalog in their original
jaggedy versions. Emigre Fourteen and Fifteen [figure 5.4], in particular,
show particular resourcefulness in dealingwith low resolution output,
by minimizing curves (to avoid
aAbBcCdDeEfFgGhHiljJkK
stairstepping) and creating serifs
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acter as a result of the need to
work around output device limita-
Figure 5.4: Emigre's low resolution fonts, tions. Among others, Robin
Fourteen (top) and Fifteen (bottom)




[figure 5.5] and some ofSumner Stone's
faces from the mid eighties (29).








sought to "develop a program for conceiving typefaces rather than draft
ing
them"
(29). Knuth, a professor ofmathematics and computer science
at Stanford University, assumed in formulating his ideas for the
Metafont project, "that characters could be modeled as simple strokes
rather than outlines, [and] backed the wrong
horse"
(29). To Knuth, if
enough
"pieces"
of typefaces could be assembled into a
"toolbox"
of sorts,
a program could be written whichwould recombine these pieces within
certain controlled parameters into new typefaces. The project met with
limited success at the time of its completion, but its legacy remains in
the form ofTeX, a highly specialized publishing system specifically tar
geted at math-intensive applications involving complex formulas and
equations (Alexander 2).
Much early digital design workwould not have been possible without
the creation in the 1970s of Ikarus, a comprehensive hardware and soft
ware digitization and design system engineered by Peter Karow ofURW
(Unternehmensberatung RubowWeber) in Hamburg, Germany (Kinross
29). URW and Ikarus have both evolved with the industry and the
German foundry now provides a complete font library (with a version on
CD ROM) as well as a version of Ikarus for theMacintoshwhich, accord
ing to Kathleen Tinkelwriting in Publish, still provides the best solution
for extremely high precision digital type design (72). According to Tinkel,
the International Typeface Corporation (ITC) has been using URW and
Ikarus technology to digitize its fonts with success (72). In some ways,
however, Ikarus has been superseded by more intuitive and less complex
type design packages such as Altsys Fontographer and Letraset's
FontStudiowhich provide virtually the same results with a greatly
reduced learning curve (72).
The foundation ofBistream in 1981 by Carter, Parker, and their asso-
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ciates in Cambridge, Massachusetts, marked the appearance of the first
true digital type foundry and, according to Jonathan Seybold, "made it
far easier for new companies to enter the 'type
output'business"
(14).
However, as noted before the greatest impetus in pushing forward the
desktop revolution came with the creation of PostScript byAdobe
Systems, Inc. ofMountainview, California and its subsequent adoption
as an industry standard. From the outset, both companies were in the
business of producing digital typefaces. Adobe's original fonts are, for the
most part, the result of the creative efforts ofCarol Twombly (an alumna
ofCharles Bigelow's typography and type design program at Stanford
University) and Robert Slimbach, formerly ofAutologic, Inc. (Kinross 29).
According to Kinross there was a significant difference in style between
the fonts designed by the two foundries, though the technologywas vir
tually the same (30). To him, Matthew Carter's designs hint at his
English extraction; they come across as harder, more angular and more
"cut"
looking than Sumner Stone's designs forAdobe, which are rounder,
softer and more American (30). Taken a step further, this comparison of
American versus continental taste is similar to another important con
trast in type design the coexistence of designs handed down from the
Renaissace and new designs of avant garde rule-breakers both with
staunch, emotional advocates (30).
5.2 THE EUROPEAN AVANT GARDE
Aside from the work being done by Emigre designers Zuzana Licko, Rudy
VanderLans, and a handful of others connected with other small
foundries, most of the experimentation with offbeat type design has
developed in Europe particularly among Dutch designers from the
Hague, Arnhem, andAmsterdam (31). This is not to say that fonts are
not being designed digitally in this country. They
are. Most, however, are
fairly traditional in their appearance and tend
to stick to the 26 western
letterforms, the traditional figures, and common punctuation characters.
According to Robin Kinross, Dutch type
design has "strong roots in
written
letterforms,"
a tendency which is felt in faces such as Beowolf,
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loosely based on the constraints of traditional hand-lettering (figure 5.6)
(33). Nevertheless, the ErikVanBlokland and his partner Just Van
Rossum of LettError employwhat Kinross refers to as "Dada[ist] shock
tactics"
and "an attack on the
complacent smoothness of
PostScript"
(38). This is particu
larly true of Beowolf, which
uses PostScript and a random
izing algorithm to recalculate
the character outlines every




Figure 5.6: Blokland and Rossum's random
technology font, Beowolf
type menu of an application
(Blokland and Rossum 26).
The rationale, according to
the Dutch designers is that
there is no technical reason why characters should appear the same
every time they are used (26). To them, the digital front end has merely
replaced the linecasterwithout any change in the way lines of type are
formed (26). In other words, instead of a metal matrix from which hot
metal is cast, a digital matrix resides in the computer's hard drive from
which lines of digital type are cast. Further, Blokland and Rossum argue
that when Gutenberg first began to experiment with typography he
carved an entire block of text out of a single block ofwood in which no
two characters were alike (26). According to them, uniformity came
somewhat later as Gutenberg realized the full potential ofmovable type
(26). It should be noted, for the sake of historical accuracy, that there is
no evidence that Gutenberg ever carved any type in wood, let alone
entire pages of text. Though the scholarship on Gutenberg is convoluted
and sometimes contradictory, there is consensus that he was a gold
smith (and thus more likely to have worked in metal) and not a wood
carver. The source of Blokland and Rossum's confusion may stem from
the existence during Gutenberg's time of the work ofLaurens Coster and
of short passages from the Bible printed entirely from woodblocks pri
marily for the poor (Ing 38). Some have theorized that Coster, an early
Dutch printer began by printing from wooden blocks and gradually
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developed metal type (38). However, careful analysis of extant
"Costeriana"
has shown his work to post-date Gutenberg's by at least a
decade (39). In any case, Blokland and Rossum reason that the pen
chant for uniformitywhich characterized the first experiments with mov
able type has caused the remainder of the history of type design to pre
serve uniformity (Blokland and Rossum 26). _\s a result, according to
them, "Random technology ... is about letting the rasterizer behave ran
domlywithin the boundaries of legibility,"which is why Beowolf has no
fixed bitmaps but is available in three grades of
"kinkiness"
depending
on howmuch randomness is desired (26). The overall effect of reading a
page set in Beowolf is not altogether unlike that of reading someone's
fairly neat, legible handwriting. There is a dimension of human warmth
and familiarity that is often absent from pages of needle-sharp
PostScript output.
As a result of the creation ofBeowolfmuch was learned about the
extent to which intelligence can be built into a font which will allow it to
be customized either automatically or within certain user-definable
parameters if it is treated as computer data rather than a set of fixed let
terforms (26). Tasteless as it may seem, in the course of developing
Beowolf, Blokland and Rossum devised a number of
"terrorist"
fonts all




that, when installed on a desktop sys
tem, would gradually corrupt Helvetica into illegibility; fonts that simu
late the wear and tear of letterpress typography and disintegrate over a
long period of time; fonts that intentionally add typos to a text; and fonts
that, handed out free at typography conferences threaten to implode the
system they are installed on if the user does not call in with a credit card
number or removes them from use (26). Though the mere idea of these
fonts is enough to make some scream in outrage, the importance of their
development is that it has permitted the discovery of extremely useful,
user-definable mechanisms which could be built into typefaces to com
pensate for the method in which theywould ultimately be printed (27).
Put differently, in the course of creating an office joke, Blokland and
Rossum came upon ways to encode a font so that it is self-trapping for
instance, or capable of having its outline adjusted based on the mode of
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printing to be employed. A particular typeface, when used in a document
to be printed by flexography would have a slightly different outline that if
it appeared in a document to be printed by offset lithography or gravure.
As well, Blokland and Rossum have suggested the creation of
"Randomlogos"
for corporations. These would contain user-definable
parameters that would automatically change their appearance and infor
mational content depending on the context in which theywere used (27).
There is a sense in which the concept of
"Randomlogo"
is similar to some
of the aims of the developers of SGML (Standard General Mark-up
Language) which permits the same information to appear in a variety of
contexts, defined by
"tags"
implanted in the text. To the proponents of
"Randomlogos"
the concept that recognition is the result of consistent
use is an outdated holdover from the days of Swiss modernist design
(27). In fact, they argue, recognition is ". . . something more intelligent,
something that happens in our minds ... we recognize someone's voice
when they have a cold; the haste with which a note was written doesn't
prevent us from recognizing someone's
handwriting"
(27). Further
Blokland and Rossum theorize that recognition relies on mneumonic
"anchor
points"
(sounds, smells, ideas, images, movements) more than
on memorization through continual repetition (27).
In defending their preference for randomness in design Blokland and
Rossum argue that because there is no real uniformity in the world's
typographical standards, perhaps randomness is a necessary corollary of
the human condition (27). While diversity is undeniable and basically
inevitable in virtually any human endeavor, it does not necessarily follow
that randomness should be encouraged in type design. Better reasons
may be, as mentioned earlier, the warmth and human vibrancy that can
be achieved through a break from the orderly crispness of 2400 dpi
imagesetter output. Admittedly, there is a certain richness to an early
exemplar of a Biblia Pauperum that is simply not achievable without a
degree of randomness and mutability. Ultimately, Blokland and Rossum
agree when they state their belief that "the computer, although consid
ered bymany to be cold and impersonal can bring back some of these





Amajor contributor to the diffusion of avant-garde type design in
Europe has been a Berlin-based font resource know as the FontShop
which operates both through express mail-order and through retail out
lets, many ofwhich employ couriers capable of delivering a font on disc
within two hours of its being ordered (Kinross 38). As well, the British
journal Eye and the journal Fuse (which does not appear in print but is
distributed on computer disks though printed posters are included on
occasion) have enhanced the interchange of ideas among designers and
the dissemination of new typefaces. Fuse, particularly, has served as a
forum for the avant-garde of European type design. According to
Kinross, Fuse "publishes typefaces or notes towards typefaces for
users to interactwith and develop
themselves"
(39).
5.3 NICK BELL: EXPERIMENTATIONS IN LEGIBILITY
In England and abroad, Nick Bell, an alumnus of the London College of
Printing, has received some attention for his highly experimented work in
type design. In an interviewwhich appeared in Emigre number 20, Bell
discusses some of the concerns which have driven his work and reveals
a concern for the reader the ultimate consumer of type design as
someone who must be courted and whose attention must be conquered
through more than the traditionally accepted formulas. Bell suggests
that a printed piece "needs to create an instance in which [the reader]
feels slightly
outpaced,"
as an experiential aid to memory (14). In this
sense, Bell's theorizing is not unlike that ofBlokland and Rossum,
though Bell seems to suggest the creation of interest through visual ten
sion rather than through successive randomization of the visual ele
ments. Nevertheless, Bell recognizes that the visual complexity of a piece
needs to be commensurate with the message it conveys (15). In other
words, there is a point atwhich a piece's liveliness may outweigh its con
tent and loose its effectiveness in the cycle of communication. A body of
text set in Helvetica, flush left, ragged right, is to Bell the antithesis of an
engaging text (15). This he describes as "encapsulated,
impervious mes




(15). Bell goes on to suggest that a betterway
to communicate consists in presenting the reader with a slightly disas
sembled version of the message which he or she will reassemble and
interactwith, in a simulation ofwhat often occurs in oral, social commu
nication (15). To Bell, the interactionwhich results from "reassembling
the
message"
is enough to capture and maintain the reader's interest
and the effort is, in itself, a mneumonic anchor pointwhich will aid in
the retention of the message by the reader.
5.4 TYPOGRAPHYAND DECONSTRUCTION: FROM BELL TO DERRIDA
Nick Bell's experimentationwith the message has led him to challenge
certain traditionally accepted paradigms of typography, foremost among
which is legibility. Michelle Anne Dauppe, in considering the work ofBell
and others has said, "Challenging functionalism in typography has led to
experimentationwith the message rather than the words; with type as
image, with recognition [emphasis added] rather than
reading"
(Bell 23).





slashes made on a sheet of paperwith a kitchen knife. In his own
defense, Bell argues that, apart from legibility in its traditional accepta
tion, any vocabulary ofmarks can become a typeface (23). The only bar
rier to usefulness, then, becomes the recognizability of such a vocabu
lary ofmarks as a vehicle for communication rather than just, say, a
neatly pierced sheet of paper.
On a broader scale, what Bell suggests is a breaking away from the
constraints ofmodernist design into a context inwhich western typogra
phy is not necessarily dependent on the 26 traditional letterforms. Thus,
to him, "a typeface can be defined more by its use (programmed), than
by the design and consistency of its individual units (letter forms or
marks)"
(23).What this means, of course, is that ideally a typeface might
be made to communicate more than the words it is being used to con
struct. While this is not a new concept (witness the proliferation of
kitschy display faces in the late sixties and early seventies, not to men
tion the historiation of initials in medievalmanuscript art), the limits to
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which Bell has chosen to push it are unprecedented. The comparison of
Bell's work to that ofmushroom expert and musical enfant terrible John
Cage are inevitable: if the sound of a passing car can be considered
music, then perhaps a vocabulary of knife slashes in a piece of paper
can be considered type (23).
This is somewhat in keeping with the literary theory of
deconstruc-
tion, particularly as embodied in the writings of the French critic and
intellectual, Jacques Derrida, which challenges the kingpin ofwestern
metaphysics man's search for transcendentalmeaningand much of
the thought that has generated the traditionally accepted corpus ofwest
ern esthetics. To Derrida, all values are relative; any meaning assigned
to a symbol or set of symbols implies a center, a transcendental or meta
physical signifier, it may be said. Derrida thrives on the idea that any
such center can be
"de-centered"
in an endless deconstruction ofmean
ing, to the ultimate conclusion that there is no discernible meaning in
any system of symbols. Thus Immanuel Kant's logocentrism the posi
tion that meaning is derived from a metaphysical absolute is rendered
useless in western esthetics. Ultimately, this results in cultured rela
tivism if nothing means anything, then anything can have whatever




of interpretation except to provide a case
in point for a nihilism. Thus the effort of deconstruction is concentrated
in proving that there is no metaphysical other that provides the back
bone ofmeaning to human symbols and signifiers.
5.5 NEW CRITICISM AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF MEANING
The risk involved in the work of Bell others who defy legibility in their
type designs is an eventual loss of contact between artist and viewer and
a concurrent loss of intrinsic meaning in the work. As Bell himself said
in an interview in Emigre, "the . . . spectatorwould not view [these illegi
ble typefaces] as typography, but merely as another tired example of
abstract
art"
(24). This argument, in fact, has been the point of the many
detractors of abstract art throughout the twentieth century. Abstract art,
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they argue, is not truly art, for it does not clearly communicate a mes
sage which can be understood by the viewer. Their premise, of course, is
based on the idea that art must communicate something in order to
exist as art. Not surprisingly, many of the proponents of this theory have
been neo-Platonists and firm believers in an overarching metaphysical
source ofmeaning and in the idea that art should serve as a vehicle for
communicating these truths through the artist. In turn, the artist is said
to be imbued with "genius,"a strong dose of talent, it might be
said
and is capable of serving as a
"medium"
(in the spiritualistic sense). This
theory becomes somewhat problematic insofar as it restricts a work of
art (or a type design, for that matter) to carrying one and only one dis
cernible and correct meaning, discounting entirely the cultural milieu,
personal background, state ofmind, personal disposition, tastes, and
individual biases of those experiencing the work. To them, the viewer (or
reader or for thatmatter anyone interacting with the work) brings noth
ing to the piece. The message is there and needs only to be apprehended.
In literary criticism, this has traditionally been the view held by the
proponents of New Criticism, whose theories were first embodied in the
works of university professors such as John Crowe Ransom, Cleanth
Brooks, ReneWellek, and Allen Tate. To the New Critic, a poem or awrit
ten piece of any kind has the same ontological status as an object and
should be treated as such concrete, unchangeable, and complete and
its meaning is derived empirically, through careful research and the con
tinual gathering of information (Bressler, personal interview). Though
finite and singular the true meaning of a piece to the New Critic is
attainable only by the learned and extremelywell-read (Bressler).
Originated in the 1920s and 1930s, New Criticism saw its heyday in
the post-war years when many of the more conservative among the con
temporary type design contingent underwent higher education. At best it
is very difficult to propose a direct link between the black-and-white
epistemology ofNew Criticism and the
unwillingness of the conservative
design establishment to endorse the mutability of letterforms.
Nevertheless, the pervasiveness ofNew Criticism in higher education 40
years ago may verywell have contributed to
the development of a view of
typography as changeless a system of communicating one and only one
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thing: the 26 western letterforms as entities with individual ontological
status. The evidence in this direction is reinforced by an ancillary theory
of New Criticism which states that the form and the content of awritten
piece (or, again, of a work of art or a type design) are inseparable
(Bressler). This, it seems, is the modernistic ideal of interdependent form
and function taken to an extremehere function, or in this case mean
ing, is
"metonymized"
or made concrete in the physical form of the work.
Thus, in a sense, letterforms are re-created as free-standing entities
every time a new design is produced, though their meaning is readily
understandable in light of their similarity to other such entities recog
nized universally as letterforms. Their meaning is fully solidified and
delimited by this very reference to other letterforms. That is, they cannot









5.6 READER-RESPONSE AND THE NEW GENERATION
On the whole, a more reasonable approach seems to be that suggested
by structuralist literary criticism and by the reader response school.
Founded by Louise Rosenblatt in the 1970s, the reader response school
claims that awritten piece is made meaningful by the interaction of the
reader and the text (Bressler). Thus, the text is incomplete until someone
reads it, the artwork is incomplete until someone interacts with it, a
typeface is not intrinsically meaningful until someone uses it to create
meaning. And in this instance, the work itself is sliding, mutable, affect
ed by its interaction with the reader or viewer. Meaning is not fixed
either, and is contingent on the cultural, emotional, and socio-economic
baggage that the viewer or reader brings to what reader response theo
rists call a
"transaction"
with the piece in question (Bressler). Reader
response has been pervasive in the training of teachers for secondary
education throughout the last two decades and in this country has been
endorsed by the boards of education of several states (Bressler). As such,
the reader response model has had time to affect a whole new generation
of designers who are now in the avant-garde of type design. jAs a result,
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this younger generation of designers is not afraid to challenge the estab
lished dogmas of the typographical canon. In Emigre number 18 (an
issue dedicated to the issue of legibility in contemporary type design)
British graphic designer Phil Baines, writes "... dogma, like the institu
tions described by Ivan Illich . . . create certainties, and taken seriously,
deaden the heart and shackle the
imagination"
(3).
Within this context, type design is no longer restricted to the tradi
tional letterforms, but is now conditioned to the sort of response that
might be obtained from interaction with an audience. Response, and
through it, communication, is the centred concept ofmuch of the current
experimentationwith legibility. Baines himself establishes a fascinating





him, is "a visual experience only, led to industrialization and speed,
[where] legibility and clear communication present information as facts
rather than
experience"
(4). Amanuscript, on the other hand, is "an all-
sensory
experience"
(4). He seems to be suggesting a quality of crafts
manship and individual expression in what he terms a
"manuscript"
that
is not present in
"print."
It might be said that to Baines,
"print"
is purely
functional and utilitarian, while
"manuscript"
involves greater nuances
of signification and esthetic sophistication.
From there, Baines takes the Bauhaus to task for its functionalist
approach to type. The Bauhaus, he says, "mistook legibility for commu
nication"
and quotes Herbert Bayer's assertion that "typography is not
self-expression ... it is a service art and not a fine
art"
(5). Instead,
Baines prefers George Steiner's comparison of language to music, striv
ing to "escape from the linear denotative, logically determined bonds of
linguistic syntax, into what the poet takes to be the simultaneities,
immediacies and free-play ofmusical
form"
(5).
Interestingly, Baines carries his print/manuscript dichotomy through
several analogies to the left/right brain view of human thought; the "par
ticular and the
holistic;"
the concept of forgetting and rememberance
(whereupon he launches into a short appeal to Plato who at one point
theorized that "letters are not the truth but a
remembrance"
possibly of
metaphysical realities); the precedence of speech overwriting; and even
the far eastern concept ofYin and Yang. He concludes by saying that
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"print is as uniform and repeatable as a scientific
experiment"
(6).
Baines's distinction is an interesting one, and it points to a relation
ship similar to that of the illuminated medieval manuscript to the page
produced with movable type. It emphasizes, above all, the tendency of
craft to deteriorate with the availability ofmeans to duplicate it on a
large scale. But Baines does not stop here. He continues to excoriate
modernist design for its failure to take into account the variable, human
element of communication.
"Modernism,"
he says, "with its emphasis on
function and clarity as primary aims of communication, has . . . failed
us"
(7). This, he says is because modernism has lead us into "a dead
zone and [has] stifled
exploration"
(7). To Baines communication is a far
more complex issue than modernist designers would have us believe it
relies on the entire corpus of human esthetics, philosophy and tradition
and includes a large element of "invention and
self-indulgence"
(7).
In defense of the experimentation with unconventional and alterna
tive letter forms, Baines quotes PeterMertens, a designer profiled in a
previous issue of Emigrewho has said, "Letters are legible. If some things
are not legible, then they are not letters. Illegible letters do not exist.
Illegibility does not
exist."
While this may be extremely put, it hints at
the fact that legibility is, in itself, a relative, sliding term. That is, as Eric
Gill once put it, legibility is "what people are used
to"
or Baines himself
said, what is legible is "clear enough to
read"
(7). Emigre's own Zuzana
Licko stated emphatically in issue number 15, "studies have shown that





(7). What all of them are
saying is that legibility is amatter of accommodation; it is amatter of
learning a new set of marks in place of the old ones and making the nec
essary substitutions in one's
mind. This process may be made easier or
more difficult by the complexity of the new vocabulary of symbols to be
learned and by its dissimilarity to the code it replaces. This, then, is
what designers of alternative versions of the 26 western letterforms
should be aware of as they experiment. If the typeface is intended to be
used, then it should recognize the
limitations of a long learning curve
and make compensations for it. As well, it should take into consideration
the fact that the higher the level of complexity of an alternative typeface
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the greater its potential to deter the average reader from continuing to
read the text. On the other hand, if the typeface is to exist merely as an
academic exercise in form, testing the extremes of adaptability, then it
may be as complex as the designer wishes.
5.7 PIERRE DE SCIULLO'S QUANTAGE: TYPE AS A LINGUISTIC TOOL
There are, of course, better reasons for experimenting with alternative
letterforms than merely to see how far one can go before the text is com
pletely unintelligible. French type designer Pierre de Sciullo has been
experimenting with variants of the traditional letterforms for some time,
but to him, "creating characters means creating a tool, it is never an end
in itself (de Smet 9). Sciullo, whose work includes commissioned pieces
as a graphic designer as well as a periodical called Qui?Resiste (Who?
Resists), discovered the realm of type design while producing his maga
zine on aMacintosh computer (9). Not unlike a legion of graphic design
ers who have used the Macintosh since its early days, Sciullo found the
typefaces that came in the basic font set unsatisfactory and set out to
design his own.
'Today,"
says de Smet, "his exploration has led him
[Sciullo] to the limits of typographywith the creation of ranges of signs, a
typeface, or rather a system which makes it possible to create an endless
variety of sings from a basic repertory, which he refers to as a 'sign
machine"*
(9). What
i i ,-v^l c -r T m n de Smet seems to be
U C9la IB TruE-T-ll f
suggesting is that de
Sciullo designs type
from a basic tem
plate or templates
amour ttii_tt.,te tn.mt_T.5n._ matim-HlE
nos nanas nue_ nous nargu_ni
and creates varia
tions by continually
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approach is Quantage, [figure 5.7], a phonetic alphabet created for the
French language which respects spellings but uses variations on the
western alphabet to facilitate the comprehension and apprehension of
the linguistic and phonetic idiosyncrasies of the language (11). There is a
sense in which Quantage is similar to the notation used for scoringwest
ern music, for in addition to conveying the actual meaning of the words,
"it indicates the pronunciation, the rhythm and, possibly the
intonation"
in a tremendously rich and sophisticated characterization of a language
known for its quirks (11).
It is not difficult to see how Quantage could be used as a learning aid
for students of French as a second language and as amneumonic aid for
the rules of orthography for native speakers and writers of the language.
As well, it is important to note that Quantage, while incorporating a
number of alternative characters is still relies enough on the traditional
26 letterforms as to permit the recognition ofwords forwhat they are, a
feature which should facilitate its assimilation considerably.
Sciullo's system is built around a basic unit known as a
"grapheme,"
where one or more graphemes constitute a phoneme, or sound (11).
Each character in Quantage appears in several different forms, depend
ing on whether it appears by itself or in a group or on the sound it is
supposed to produce. The beauty ofQuantage is that Sciullo has worked
very hard to set up sensible associations between the shapes of the let















is represented as a vibrant
squiggle which suggests in an almost onomatopoetic manner the desired
pronunciation (12). Sciullo's system is notwithout some humor, for
among the variety of
"o's"
with which the French language abounds, he
has designed one to represent the sound in
"fois"
(an open, throaty
sound) as a metaphor for the open mouth with a little uvula hanging
down in the back. Now, of course, it might be argued that the uvula-like
squiggle inside the O is actually a
"u,"
but the concept of the letter as an
open mouth is perfectly conveyed by the shape Sciullo has chosen for it.
In the case ofmute letters, Sciullo has designed variants so that they
will always be represented smaller than the rest of the word a clear
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indication of how they are to be regarded (13). For double consonants,
Sciullo has designed combinations in which the second letter is always
smaller because, with the exception of the letter
"r"
it is always pro
nounced less emphatically (13). The set is further augmented by the
inclusion of a complete set of capitals, with all the appropriate variants,
though these are mostly larger, bolder, and slightly thicker versions of
the lower case characters (13).
Interestingly, Sciullo suggests that Quantage might be used for con
temporary settings of ancient manuscripts, where the language has
changed over the centuries and is not readily comprehensible to the
modern reader (11). It is easy to see how a typeface comparable to
Quantage may be used in English to facilitate the comprehension of
such staples of college literature courses as Chaucer's tongue-twisting
Canterbury Tales or the writings of the Venerable Bede. Even
Shakespeare's Elizabethan English might be made more comprehensi
ble or, at any rate, more easily pronounceable to middle or high
school students who first encounter the Bard. As in French, such a sys
tem would facilitate the learning of English by foreign speakers, an
occurrence which is virtually universal given the widespread acceptance
and application of English in international business, news reporting, and
diplomacy.
Other applications ofQuantage may include the setting of lyrics for
songs, where emphasis and correct pronunciation do not always agree
with the language as it is spoken (12). In the same vein, Sciullo suggests
the use ofQuantage for play scripts, poetry, and any other application
which may demand that the text be read aloud again, as an emphasis
to correct enunciation and pronunciation (12). Finally, in a world where
communication is becoming more and more international, Quantage, or
national equivalents of it, could be used as pronunciation aides in books
translated from other languages, dispensing altogether with the need to
include explanatory notes with phonetic
translations (12).
On this side of the Atlantic, the fall 1992 issue of ITC's quarterly,
U&LC, reports on the release of Sumner Stone's serif and sans serif pho
netic alphabets, both based on the serif and sans serif versions of his
eponymous typeface [figure 5.8] (32). Stone's work, produced in
conjunc-
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tion with John Renner ofAdobe
Systems, relies almost entirely
aeaDaeAb6B|fc<fCCdcf<_[5
on the glyphs and symbols ea3fg<^GtfyYVhhhfii]tIHiil
accepted byAmerican linguists i_-.iriiijii_ n
(32). As well, Stone's phonetic J
^kRlltt^Lmriimiqn11
alphabets include modifications r)JlI\NOeoe(_EDpf)(|)qc[rf];j^
which came from Renner's
lRKS$JttteilttUVUWwMXX
attendance at the International
Phonetic Association's confer- yXYZ^3??Ts5lj ! [] I/II+1H4J".
ence in Kiel, Germany, so that
" ' ""ITV//" P*
the character set now includes
elements from the International
F,ig,ure 58: Sumner stone's serif Phonetic
alphabet. Unlike de Sciullo's Quantage,
Phonetic Alphabet (33) . Stone's phonetic does not typically preserve
In contrast to the work of
the spellings of words set in jt-
Pierre Sciullo, Stone's phonetic
alphabet is not intended for common use. Rather, it is a tool for lin
guists, philologists, lexicographers, and other scholars of language and
does not presume to be a system for everyday use. In any case, it does
not seem to be intuitive enough to be anything more than an impedi
ment to the easy comprehension of a text. Byway of illustration, U&JLC
uses Stone's phonetic alphabet in conjunction with pictures of common
words and expressions in the English language, most ofwhich are ren
dered virtually unrecognizable. The word
"chop"
for instance, begins with
an ordinary
"t"
and is followed by a sigmoid squiggle (representing an
"sh"
sound), a character that appears to be a lower case
"p"
without a
descender, and an ordinary, lower case
"p."
By comparison Sciullo's
Quantage maintains the original spellings of the words but alters the let
terforms to fit the pronunciation, making his a far more intuitive system
and considerably easier to learn.
It is important to note, however, that Stone's role in this in designing
a phonetic alphabet was interpretive where Sciullo's was creative. Where
Stone's is an internationally accepted character set, Sciullo's is an exper
imental set restricted to the French language. Nevertheless, it seems that
if Pierre de Sciullo was able to achieve as great a success in the French
language with Quantage, others might be able to achieve the same sort
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of success by creating phonetic character sets for their own languages
or, better yet, striving to create a more intuitive and more acceptable
International Phonetic Alphabet. The potential benefits of the creation of
such a universal character set would be significant, for it would facilitate
the learning of foreign languages by universalizing the appearance of
phonemes and would enable faster comprehension of textual information
by non-native speakers of a given language. Admittedly, the present
International Phonetic .Alphabet is not completely abstruse. The word
"bed,"
for instance is quite legible, and differs from its conventional
spelling only by the use of a specially shaped
"e"
(which nevertheless
looks like an "e").
In t_b__nking about a phonetic alphabet internationally accepted for
everyday use it is difficult not to be reminded of the ill-fated experiments
with Esperanto, defined by the Random House Encyclopedia as "an
artificial language devised in 1887 by the Polish linguist L.L. Zamenhof
in the hope that it would eventually become the language of all of
mankind"
[Infodesk on-line reference). Although it still counts with a few
enthusiasts throughout the western world, Esperanto never came any
where near enjoying universal acceptance, though it was founded on
sensible premises such as universally consistent spelling and pronuncia
tion. Perhaps the greatest barrier to any such system whether it be a
universal phonetic alphabet or an international language such as
Esperanto is the vast diversity of linguistic groups and backgrounds
throughout the human species. Such a system might function with a
measure of success in areas of related culture and language such as
Latin America (already linked by the common bond of Spanish in all
countries except Brazil), North America, orWestern Europe. It is not
easy to imagine, however, that a
phonetic alphabet accepted in the west
would be accepted in the Middle and Far East or, for that matter, that it
would even be appropriate to the the linguistic demands of oriental lan
guages which do not even share a basic character set with theWest. As
well, one can think of the many dialects and
linguistic groups present in
the African continent, many ofwhich do
not even possess awritten lan
guage, not to mention the great number of
aboriginal groups throughout
Latin America and the Australian outback. Thus, the International
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Phonetic Alphabet remains the tool of scholars and Sciullo's Quantage
remains an interesting experiment in France, and the dream of an inter
national tongue remains Utopian.
5.8 GERARD UNGER'S CONCILIATORYAPPROACH
Still on the matter of legibility and the experimentation with alternative
letterforms a sane, middle-of-the-road approach comes from typographer
Gerard Unger, writing in Emigre number 23. He opens with the assertion
that in recent years, legibility, along with God and a number of other
things have been unceremoniously pronounced dead. He goes on to
quote type designerWim Crouwel's statement that "everything we knew
about legibility twenty years ago is now invalid because legibility has
been stretched so much since that
time"
(7). This Crouwel says, is
because "we are inundated with so many different texts in such varied
manifestations that we have become used to everything and can read
anythingwithout
difficulty"
(7). The current consensus, Unger suggests,
is that traditional typography is extremely dull in its effort to be legible
(7). "It overshoots the
mark,"




Nevertheless, according to Unger (and a number of others who have
written about the issues surrounding legibility), there is little consensus
among the artistic community and virtually no consensus among the sci
entific community as to what actually constitutes legibility (7). Some
argue for serifRomans as more legible while others stick with sans ser
ifs the two camps count with about as many supporters (7). Jan
Tschichold, archetypal modernist type designer and a firm believer in the
sans serif typeface (for aesthetic reasons as well as for reasons of legibili
ty), states categorically in his Neue Typographic (1928) that "Of all the
available typefaces, the so-called
'Grotesque'
[ . . . ] is the only one that
spiritually fits our
time"
(7). It is important to note that in later years
Tschichold changed his mind and recanted much of his dogmatism
about sans serif faces, embracing serif faces as more legible instead.
As Unger points out, Tschichold in his early days connected
develop-
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ments in the history of typographywith developments in the history of
art and thus felt compelled to create type that corresponded to the func
tionalist, modernist esthetics of his day (7). While there is nothing inher
entlywrong in following the artistic trends of one's time, it is difficult not
to take issue with Tschichold's statements that sans-serifs were the only
ones suited for his time period, but perhaps this too reflects the some
what misguided idealism of the German modernist movement. Unger
too, seeks to establish links between the esthetic development of type
and the evolution of fine art and points to the Renaissance (as has this
author) as the seminal period in the development of type design, for it
was during the Renaissance that scientific experimentation, dormant for
centuries was reawakened and the rules ofmathematics and perspective
were reexamined and began to be applied to the fine arts (7). This was
the esthetic milieu into which the beautiful types ofNicholas Jenson and
Aldus Manutius emerged, as well as the first signs of significant typo
graphical experimentation, in the form of constructed Roman capitals
produced widely throughout Europe in the fifteenth century.
According to Unger, the rules of typography ordinarily accepted in the
West today developed in parallel to type design and the fine arts, without
a classical underlying structure (8). To Unger, many of the practices
which govern typography today came about through repetition, habit,
and accommodation to the limitations of the technology of each succes
sive period. There was no a priori delineation of the rules of typography.
Nevertheless, it is easy to see that Gutenberg and others in the begin
ning of printing historywere seeking to imitate the work of medieval
scribes; they used blackletter faces, often left gaps for rubrication, and
used page sizes commonly employed in the monastic scriptora. From
there, each new development in technology generated its share of esthet
ic accommodations and gradually tastes changed so thatwhat was
established was acceptable and every new thing was viewed with suspi
cion. As someone once said, there is nothing new under the sun this
sort of progression of accommodations and adaptations can be traced
through virtually every process, art, and
craft known to humanity. The
result, as Unger points out, is that "the best the experts can offer is that
clarity and readability are the highest goals
[of typography], which
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(Clarity) provides a case in point,
as does Morrison's famous 1930 statement that a new type design
should be characterized by "consummate
reticence"
(8). And the list goes
on. BeatriceWarde argued insistently for tyographywhich, like drink in
a crystal goblet, causes the least possible interference with the message
contained in the words. Tschichold as well wrote in an essay entitled
"Clay in the Potter's
Hand"
that "personal typography is faulty typogra
phy"
and argues for "comfortable
legibility"
as "the supreme canon of all
typography"
(8).
Contemporary design, according to Unger, is notwithout those who
object to the unusual in typography. He quotes Max Kinsman, for
instance, who lashes out against fellow graphic designers and typogra
phers in a recent article which appeared in the design periodical TypG,
by asking the question, "Are those striking new typefaces produced to
offer readers more pleasure or to impress fellow graphic
designers?"
(9).
The question, says Unger, is not without merit and agrees that designers
have worked hard to develop a "trademark
look"
that will identify them
as the producers of a particular piece and draw attention to them as
artists (9). This, it seems, is a relatively difficult aspect of contemporary
type design to gauge, for it relies on the sympathies, antipathies, and
natural predispositions of a variety of people judging typography.
Nevertheless, it seems plausible to say that in typography, as in any
other art, there are those who are merely in it for the attention, which is
not to say that they are not capable of generating praiseworthywork.
Be that as it may, according to Unger, the answer to the legibility
debate resides in a fundamental understanding of how people read (9).
This, Unger says, is because reading is still the most common way to
acquire knowledge and the printed text is still the most used medium for
the storage and transfer of ideas and information (9). Nevertheless, he
points out, illiteracy is on the rise as is the
proliferation of communica
tion media touted as alternatives to reading (9). On this same topic,
George Steiner has suggested that the future of reading depends on the
survival or silence, a vanishing commodity
in an era ofburgeoning
audiovisual pollution (9). Unger counters this by suggesting that silence
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is not as important as the interest level a text is capable of generating
and retells an incident he witnessed in a cafe in Europe where aman sat
at the bar and read through the din around him, his attention held
entirely captive by the book in his hand (9).
"Silence,"
he says, "arises
out of the concentration through which your consciousness is
narrowed"
(9). In other words, the man reading at the bar created a bubble of
silence for himself by isolating everything around him but the text before
him. To Unger, most of the research on reading has revealed interesting
facts which, nonetheless, make the process seem thoroughlymechani
cal, unlike what actually occurs when "for a short moment, all those
black signs disappear off the stage, change their outfits, and return as
ideas, as representations, and sometimes as real
images"
(10). The air of
exactitude with which typography is often enshrouded is the result of "so
much of it [being] done in the same way for so
long"
(10). The only
inflexible cannons ofWestern typography, Unger says, are that people
read from left to right and from top to bottom and, barring the develop
ment of new letterforms, the existent set of 26 letterforms is somewhat
limited (10).
Unger comes the closest to the BeatriceWarde's concept of the crystal
gobletwhen he argues that book typography is the only branch of con
temporary graphic design in which significant alterations in traditional
design might be unadvisable, mostly out of respect for the author and
the workwhich he seems to place in a higher category of importance
than the reader (10). There is a sense in which the dichotomy estab
lished here between book design and the remainder of graphic design is
similar to the dyadic philosophy of design Phil Baines espouses, though
Unger disagrees with the manner in which many books are currently
packaged loud covers, boring, crammed interiors to serve the com
mercial interests of the publishers. It seems that both share a disdain for
cheap, mass produced typography, though Unger manifests a preference
for traditional book craft (hardly economical, given its proportions of text
to white space) and Baines prefers highly unusual settings which defy
the traditional limits ofwhat is considered a book, more closely approxi
mating artist's books (10).
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5.9 CONSIDERATIONS ON THE MORE
EFFECTIVE DESIGN OF BOOKS
It seems, however, that much can be done with book design without
compromising the integrity of the text. Authors, illustrators, and design
ers might have closer working relationships in which theywould tailor
design and illustrations to enhance the author's text rather than detract
from it. The books themselves might be assembled or bound in unusual,
creative ways which would captivate the reader and lead him or her into
the storyno matter how
"noisy"
the layout. A recent example of partic
ularly original and captivating book craft (produced on commercial scale)
that comes to mind is Nick Bantock's two volume set: Griffin and Sabine
and Sabine's Notebook. Both books are designed for intense interaction
between the reader and the printed text; the story is distributed over a
variety of letters, post-cards, and notes that the reader often has to pull
out of envelopes, read, turn over, and replace. The design is vibrant and
unconventional throughout. Very little type per se is used. Instead, the
reader negotiates his or her way through Griffin and Sabine's handwrit
ing and a rare typewritten segment, at times feeling like an intruder pok
ing through someone's else's correspondence. Similar volumes have been
produced as artist's books, a realm in which experimentation has always
been the order of the day and has ranged over the breadth and width of
what constitutes a book. Most
artists'
books, however, are either unique
pieces or appear in extremely small editions, where Bantock's two books
have appeared in editions of thousands.
Interestingly, creative and unusual design has been frequently used
in commercial editions of non-fiction works, while relatively fewworks of
fiction (such as Bantock's two) have broken the molds of contemporary
book design. This concept of "craftsmanship yes, artistry
no"
does not
need to persist (10). In fact, in an increasingly post-literate society,
artistry may become the salvation of
literature. The wide success of
Bantock's books owes itself to their transcending the borders of post-lit
eracy and inviting people to continue to consume works of literature by
engaging them in what Louise Rosenblatt would have referred to "trans
the interaction of reader and literary piece to create meaning.
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Finally, the successful production of Griffin and Sabine and Sabine's
Notebook attests to the fact that the technology is in place to produce
such unusual works on a large scale. Where theywere once restricted to
the meticulous work of a single artisan, books such as these can now be
produced commercially at a cost no greater than that of producing any
other hard-cover book [Sabine's Notebook, for instance is priced $17.95).
While it is true that Bantock's two books are, after all, relatively trivial
and probablywill not survive as great works of literature, the fact
remains that there are more ways than one to package a literarywork,
and the more book designers pursue this tack, the greater will be the
acceptance of formats other than the traditional. As well, it is important
to note that the high levels of sophistication available in computerized
layout and design technology provide a greater versatility than ever
before in handling typographywith creativity and originality to produce
books which will engage the reader and lead him or her to interact with
the written piece and establish a relationship, so to speak, with the
author and his or her ideas. As Gerard Unger points out, busyness and
active design do not detract from awritten text, for they too can "create
their own silence and
dissolve"
(11).
Creative new type may serve as an important tool in developing new
kinds of books that will be more engaging to the reader. The use of faces
such as Quantage to facilitate the grasp of pronunciation, rhythm and
intonation in conjunction with offbeat layouts may successfully break
down the barriers to literacywhich currently exists particularly among
the younger generations.
Length is a consideration which must be borne in mind in the case of
book design. Most novels exceed 100 pages, even at conventionally eco
nomical sizes and typographical settings. Thus, obviously, not every
work of fiction can be packaged as a Griffin and Sabine. It isn't difficult
to image how something like Melville's Moby Dickmight easily become
entirely
unmanageable if each page contained no more than a paragraph
or two. Because of length as well, unconventional typefaces may be
somewhat more difficult to assimilate in book production (11). The
length of the piece may outweigh the reader's willingness to attempt the
series ofmental substitutions necessary to learn a new set of symbols in
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place of the conventional 26. Zuzana Licko ofEmigre and others dis
agree. To them, once the initial learning barrier is overcome, reading a
text in something like Quantage should be no different from reading it in
Times Roman.
As always amoderate, Gerard Unger concludes his article by
affirming liberty of design within the framework of the 26 basic letter-
forms, which is more than many traditionalists are willing to accept (11).
Where Unger concedes that personal idiosyncrasies will inevitably show
through an individual's type designs the conservative will merely twist
their noses and invoke BeatriceWarde and StanleyMorrison's staid
esthetics. As well, Unger recognizes the need for continual renewal of
type designs, lest, he says, the old ones become too invisible (11).
According to him, designs should be characterized by common sense
and attractiveness so that they not only carry the text but also pull the
reader into it, captivate him or her, convince him or her that it is worth
the effort of reading (11).
"Typefaces,"
he says, "endow printed matter
with a character. They turn newspapers into newspapers and books into
books. Together with page layout, paper style, binding method and for
mat, they turn a text into an individual
product"
(11).
5.10 THE MERITS OF THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH
The main idea that comes through Unger's essay is that while there is
merit in experimentation, there is also value in the traditional structures
of typography. This view is shared by Phil Baines who, for all his radical
ism and dislike ofmodernist ideals, starts his type design students with
a course in conventional letterpress printing and typography.
"Letterpress,"
he argues, gives beginning typographer "an understanding
of the fundamentals of
type"
(Vanderlans 8). To him, the Macintosh
mostly duplicates electronically
the hand composition that has charac
terized letterpress throughout its existence (8). As well, Baines empha
sizes the need to understand where the conventions
of current typogra
phy
come from and to learn proper typography in the traditional manner
(including proper punctuation, ligatures, and
word divisions) before
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attempting to alter it (8). In some ways, he says, letterpress printing can
be more conducive to experimentation at an early level than computer
ized design, especiallywhere resources are scarce that is, letterpress
allows one to experiment with multiple layers of color and form without
needing to acquire expensive color output devices (8).
Baines shares this view of learning type design with legendary com
puter-hater Ed Benguiatwho has often argued that "too many young
designers substitute technology for
talent"
(Pfiffner 3). Characteristically
cantankerous, he adds, 'Too many people think that they've got a Mac,
and they can draw a typeface. You have to learn to draw. The computer
won't do it for
you"
(3). To Benguiatwho insists on designing his type
faces with a Rapidograph pen and a straightedge, "the computer is only






TYPOGRAPHY AND ON THE
ROLE OF ESTHETICS AND
SIGNIFICATION IN TYPE DESIGN
6. 1 ELIZABETH DUNN AND PERSONAL TYPOGRAPHY
Good art is not always created by the well-informed or the naturally
talented. In type design, as in other branches of the fine arts, there
is room for the naive as well as the initiate, and it is the naive or the
accidentally talented who benefit the most from the very technology Ed
Benguiat loves to hate. Ease of learning, intuitive operation, and highly
sophisticated tools permit even the
untrained in the traditional sense to q| L^ i ** >q Q
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of her curiosity is a whimsical, almost Rgure 6A Elizabeth Dunn's
humorous typeface with traces of six- font
"Marvelous"
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ties pop. The character outlines are not perfect and the proportions are
not quite correct, but neither are theymeant to be. As the blurb that
accompanies the type sample in Emigre puts it, "she has created what
some people in the graphic design community have expected to happen
on a large scale: typeface designs of a highly personal kind, not unlike
handwriting"
(1).
The beauty of this is that Dunn's workwas fully functional the
moment she finished tweaking the Bezier curve control points in
Fontographer. Anyone with a PostScript output device could use
Marvelous, from a housewife putting together a family newsletter to a
corporation creating its annual report to a magazine with national circu
lation. There is a sense, of course, in which we have come full circle.
Elizabeth Dunn, playing with Fontographer discovered the joy of creating
her own letterforms in much the same manner as the monkish scribe
cloistered in his medieval scriptorum. The difference is that Dunn could
market her font if she chose to and itwould soon find its way into the
hands and hard drives of countless desktop publishers while the monk's
work remained unique, hidden, a thing of initiates.
Such statements, of course, are enough to raise up an army of con
servative typographers, up in arms for fear that their jealously guarded
art might be degraded through contactwith the common person. But
who are the ultimate recipients and consumers of typography if not com
mon people?Why, then, should they not be permitted to create designs
that please them and satisfy their needs as readers and users of publish
ing systems and equipment?
It should be noted that there are several fundamental differences
between the font Elizabeth Dunn created in Fontographer as her person
al interpretation of the 26 western letterforms and handwriting. For one
thing, each character in Marvelous is unique but infinitely repeatable in
its exact form. Personal handwriting, on the other hand, is infinitely
variable. While there is some consistency and continuity in the way a
person shapes his or her letters, no two are ever exactly the same. A
typeface, on the contrary, preserves the integrity of the original design
time after time, regardless of how often the characters are used. On the
other hand, there is a sense in which a font is public. Through the
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esthetics of an individual the 26 letterforms are made available to
embody the esthetics of other individuals who share with the designer of
the font certain affinities for form, balance, and composition. While
Elizabeth Dunn could have chosen to commercialize her font and make
her esthetic available to others, she chose to preserve it as her own.
Consequently, while Marvelous is not handwriting, it is more than a
font rather, it is a personal identity system; it is Elizabeth Dunn's sin
gular interpretation of each of the 26 western letterforms. Every time
Marvelous is used in a document it will serve as a referent of sorts for
Elizabeth Dunn's esthetic.
Marvelous, more than ordinary typefaces, shares a raison d'etrewith
awork of art. It may be said that in Elizabeth Dunn's work one sees the
beginning of type design as pure artwork. Because Marvelous is not
commercially available but personal only to its creator it shares with the
work of art its status of uniqueness. As well, it shares with the totality of
western art the quality of conveying something of its creator's philoso
phy, esthetics, and modus Vivendi Nevertheless, as mentioned before,
Marvelous shares with the remainder ofwestern typography the fact that
each of its characters, though unique in its design, can be repeated.
6.2 PERSONAL TYPOGRAPHY, ESTHETICS, .AND
THE QUESTION OF QUALITY
Marvelous is not the first personal, "fine
art"
typeface to have been
designed. Throughout the history of type making and book design count
less enthusiasts of typography have drawn their own letterforms, cut
their own punches, stamped their own matrices, and founded their own
type. Their typefaces became trademarks of their private presses and
were not commercially available
through the traditional means. As such,
they shared with Marvelous the
status of personal identity
systemsper
sonal typefaces, it should be said. Curiously, however, the same tradi
tionalists of type who have idolized the giants of private printing look
askance at the efforts of someone like Elizabeth Dunn. Perhaps this is
because some of the "elbow
grease"
involved in founding a typeface in
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the traditional way is gone when a mere office worker can playwith
Fontographer on aMacintosh and produce a typeface in a few hours or
days. Even the avant garde editors ofEmigre are somewhat reticent in
conferring their approval on Dunn's work. They say they are comfortable
with the development of such personal typefaces as long as they are not
used irresponsibly (1).
But what is it that designers of personal typefaces should be respon
sible to and why? The very fact that they are personal implies a freedom
from the esthetic impositions of others, making the matter of responsi
bility or irresponsibility moot. Yet there are those who wish to invoke
upon work such as Dunn's the traditional esthetics ofwestern type
design. The truth, it seems, is that the tradition ofwestern type desing
should not apply to personal typography any more than censorship by a
conservative minority should hold sway over the fine arts. Nevertheless,
ifjudgments of quality are to be passed then it must be asked under
what system of esthetics (typography, fine art, gut level?) and according
to which criteria?
In turn, these questions allude to the much larger question of quality
per se, one which has plagued western esthetics and philosophy since
time immemorial. For if nothing else, esthetics as a philosophical disci
pline attempts to define quality, but as the term itself eludes the restric
tions of a traditional definition, estheticists have traditionally relied on
the evidences of quality to construct their cases. Each built his or her
study of quality based on the social and cultural background of his or
her time. This implies that while quality is an absolute, the indices of
quality are relative. They are conditioned by the individual's esthetic for
mation and the criteriawhich serve him or her as "anchor
points"
so to
speak, in identifying the indices of quality.
Robert Pirsig, in his ever-popular Zen and theArt ofMotorcycle
Maintenance, discusses at length the philosophical issues which lie at
the root ofwestern esthetics and the problem of quality. He establishes
what might be termed a neo-Platonic dualism in his attempt to ascertain
what it is that endows things with quality and allows human beings to
discern this characteristic. To him, quality is that ineffable something
which ultimately lends meaning to human existence it is the very fiber
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of humanity itself. Thus Pirsig is not altogether different in defining qual
ity than his antecessors Kant, Hegel, Schopenhauer, the giants ofwest
ern esthetics as a response to an overarching, metaphysical rhythm, so
to speak, in an object or awork of art.
6.3 SEMIOLOGY AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
MEANING IN TYPOGRAPHY
Returning to the discussion of Elizabeth Dunn's work, in a short essay
later in the same issue of Emigre, she verbalizes the feelings of a non-
designer in relation to some of the issues surrounding type design in
general (8). "When I used to look at a
sign,"
she says, "it never occurred
to me that a person had sat down, thought about how theywanted all
the letters to look , drew them out painstakingly, and then painted that
sign"
(8). She adds, "I thought that signs and stationery and menus and
all that kind of stuffjust existed, and there was no real reason why each
one looked
different"
(8). In her opinion and itmay be safely assumed
that it is representative of the opinions ofmost average, college-educated
people with no background in typography "everyone should just be able
to do whatever they
want"
(8). "I must confess, that I really don't knowwhy
anyone even
cares,"
she says (8). Yet Dunn does agree that fonts can be
used to convey certain moods and ideas. Her own, she says, seems to be
saying a very emphatic
'WHEEEEEEE!"
while in her opinion Edward
Benguiat's Frisky [figure 6.2] seems to be saying "Hey there, baby, can I
buy you a
drink?"
(8). Still, she says, "I . . . tiiink that it is possible that the
way things are presented, commercially,
to the world have [sic] a lot to do




[its logo] was designed abcdefghijklmnopqrfituvwxyz
with Hobo, and people \2MSG7Z90Uz'*?**})
wouldn't eat more Spam
Figure 6.2: Ed Benguiat's
"Frisky,"
which Elizabeth
even if [its logo] were set Dunn says seems to be saving <<Hey there baby can
in Park
Avenue"
(8) . I buy you a
drink?"
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In opposition to this opinion, it may be said that a typeface, or even
type as a system, might be characterized as what Terence Hawkes refers
to in his Structuralism and Semiotics as a
"metalanguage"
(134). In a
variety ofways, typefaces lend meaning or serve as signifiers or creators
of identity, for products, ideas, and thoughts. Typefaces are what
Hawkes calls a "second
order"
relationship or metalanguage because
they serve as the signifiers of a prior relationshipthat of typeface to let
terform, where a typeface by itself is what is referred to in semiotics as a
sign the product of the signifier-signified relationship between typeface
and letterform (134). This position, according to Umberto Eco in his
Theory ofSemiotics implies that "a) a sign is not a physical entity, the
physical entity being at most the concrete occurrence of the expressive
pertinent element; b) a sign is not afixed semiotic entity but rather the
meeting ground for independent elements (coming from two different
systems of two different planes a meeting on the basis of a coding corre
lation)"
(49). Thus, each character within a given typeface serves as a
sign as well, for it too embodies the relationship between an interpreta
tion of one of the 26 western letterforms (as a signifier) and its archetyp
al referent (signified).
The degree to which this relationship is established and maintained
can varywidely. According to Eco, Maltese (1970) argues for the exis
tence of ten levels or degrees of replication which may characterize the
process of sign production, "from the absolute duplicate down to the
reproduction of a unique property, as happens in a symbolic and
schematic representation on a plane
surface"
(182). It is important to
note that in making this statement, Eco treats as a sign any relationship
between signifier and signified. Included under this umbrella is every
thing from a dozen roses as
a sign of affection to a coin as a sign ofmon
etary value to a
blueprint as a sign of the building it schematizes. It
seems, then, that this scale of progressive abstraction in sign production
may be applied
to the design of personal or unusual typefaces where
they may range
from near approximations of the archetypal letterforms
to significantly
removed abstractions which rely on specific elements or
characteristics of their traditionally accepted counterpart.
Itmust be said as well that the highest level of sign production (where
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faithful reproduction is the highest and greatest abstraction is the low
est) is impossible in type design. No single set of 26 western characters
exists based on which all others are drawn, and it is unlikely that uni
versal agreement could be reached on an archetypal character set.
Rather, a tradition has developed and evolved over centuries of type
design of interpreting letterforms. Nevertheless, these letterforms remain
abstract entities. Consequently, it may be said that any creation of let
terforms as signs necessarily implies a degree of abstraction.
Roland Barthes, in his Responsibility ofForms contends that alpha
bets (which in this context may also be taken to mean typefaces) are
"autonomous
system[s],"
which are "supplied with sufficient predicates
to guarantee [their]
individuality"
(99). Further, Barthes argues that
those who have historically engaged in the design of typefaces have fol
lowed the path "not of language, but ofwriting, not of communication
but of
signification,"
a journey of discovery, he says, "located in the mar
gin of the so-called finalities of language and thereby in the very center
of its
action"
(100). In an extended reference to Massin's Letter and
Image, Barthes says,
Massin's book affords a second (and by no means aminor) object ofmedita
tion: metaphor. These twenty-six letters of our alphabet, animated, asMassin
says, by hundreds of artists from every period, are put inmetaphoric relation
with something other than the letter: animals (birds, fish, serpents, rabbits . . . ),
men (silhouettes, limbs, postures), monsters, vegetal structures (flowers, ten
drils, trunks), instruments (scissors, sickles, tripods, etc.): awhole catalogue of
natural and human products comes to double the alphabet's brief list: the
entire world is incorporated into the letters, the letter becomes an image in the
tapestry of the world.
In the pages which follow, Barthes develops a theory of letterforms as
signifying a wide range of human
emotions and endeavors. He goes so
far as to suggest that the metaphorical relationship between letterforms
and the thread of human existence (somewhat analogous to the
neo-
Platonic concept of ultimate meaningwhich appears throughout Robert
Pirsig's work and throughout western esthetics in general) is so close as
to be
circularwhich is to say, it is possible to "make the letter into a
species ofman, or object, of
plant"
(101). To assign an origin to this
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metaphorical relationship whether in the realm ofmetaphysics or ideol
ogyis a choice one may or may not make (101). Nevertheless, Barthes
suggests, letterforms can be analyzed "backwards"from the various
forms they are given by designers back to a referent of signified of some
sort, in a process which mirrors psychoanalysis (102). Thus, when
Elizabeth Dunn suggests that the letterforms ofBenguiat Frisky seem to
be saying "Hey there, baby, can I buy you a
drink?"
she is not far from
the Barthes's and Massin's approach to the understanding of
letter-
forms.
In general, then, it may be said that Barthes and Massin expand the
concept of each letterform as a sign to the point that it not only is a
signifier for the archetypal letterform it signifies, but also for a host of
ideas, thoughts, and emotions. And here, perhaps, is where Elizabeth
Dunn reveals a certain naivete when she asserts her belief that prod
ucts, rather than the identity systems attached to them are what gives
them selling power. The very examples she uses Coca Cola and Spam
are characterized by identity systems which have achieved a nearly
metonymic status in society, to the point where the identity system is
almost an embodiment of the product itself. Thus, the typographical
construct "Coca
Cola"
in its traditional form is unmistakable and almost
immediately conjures the image of a cold carbonated drink. Now, if the
same logo were changed to Hobo, as Dunn suggests, the semiotic link
would be considerably weaker, though not inexistent. It might suggest
instead a falsification of the product in question, with a concurrent
decrease in its credibility in relation to the established sign /coca-cola/
and its implicit signification.
The concept proposed by Barthes and Massin that letterforms are
ultimatelymetaphorical is
reinforced by statements made recently by
RudyVanderlans, in an interviewwith Julia
Thrift of Eye expressing a
highly individualistic theory of design. To wit,
"We knowwhatwe like
ourselves, and at least we are going to please ourselves with whatever we
do [but] I also think we are not entirely alien. We are a product of every
thing around us, and so no matter
how
"crazy'
what we do may look,
there will always be a link to other
people"
(13). This relationship to
other people as a context for a designer's work is analogous to certain
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assertions which form the basis of stucturalist literary criticism and
much ofmodern linguistics.
Of particular interest to this discussions are the theories of one who
is thought of as the father of structuralism, the Italian jurist
Giambattista Vico (Hawkes 11). Writing in his 1725 treatise The New





in which he analyzes the mechanisms bywhich humans
have historically chosen to codify and explain the physical world in order
to establish certain underpinnings ofmeaning (12). Vico begins by sug
gesting that primitive human beings, rather than being barbaric
near-
animals as they are often characterized are actuallymarked by a "poetic
wisdom"
that "informs [their] responses to [their] environment and casts




Further, according to Vico, the mythological constructs of early civiliza
tions reveal a sophisticated and mature way of encoding the physical
experiences to which they are exposed (12). Myth, like type, is ametalan
guage which has the ultimate function of facilitating the remembrance,
comprehension, and dissemination of human experience.What this
points to is the inherently and necessarily metaphorical nature of
human communication. To Vico, there is no other way to communicate
fact, knowledge, and reality verbally in the human experience except
through some form ofmetaphor, for metaphor is the very nature of
words (15). Per se, words can never be more than a representation of
reality. Nevertheless, as a result of the need to structure metaphor to
make it repeatable, recognizable, communicable there exists a need for
structure, organization, and system (14). This human urge to system
atize is nowhere more evident than in the distillation throughout history
of sets of letterforms, and coding marks through which to ensure verbal
communication. These are necessarilymetaphorical, as has been noted
in the discussion of the origins of the alphabet in Part 2. In the western
alphabet metaphor has been rarefied to a high degree of abstraction and
sophistication where 26 signs are endlessly recombinable into an equally
endless range ofverbal constructs through which humanity seeks to
mirror the components of its reality. In oriental languages where
ideograms are still the prevalent codifiers, the range of symbols
approxi-
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mates the breadth of each language's vocabulary in a situation which is
more directlymetaphorical than can be found inwestern societies.
Moreover, Vico argues that this very tendency to explain reality
through systematized myth is ultimatelywhat lends meaning to human
existence. Here, he shares with existentialism the position that humanity
has no "pre-existent,
"given'
human essence, no predetermined 'human
nature'"
(15). The comparison to Jean Paul Sartre's statement that "man
is nothing else that a series of undertakings ... he is the sum, the orga
nization, the ensemble of the relationships which make up these under
takings"
is practically inevitable (Hudson 623).Within Vico's world-view,
then, it may be said that existence precedes essence and that essence is
created through the systematization and structuring of myth and
metaphor (Hawkes 15).
Jean Piaget, the French educator and psychologist, adds to the
understanding ofwhat moves the human drive for structure by providing
one of the more coherent definitions of structure itself (16). According to
Hawkes, Piaget's definition embodies three key concepts which are pre
sent in any structured system: "a. the idea ofwholeness; b. the idea of
transformation; and c. the idea of
self-regulation"
(16). Bywholeness
Piaget means the "sense of internal
coherence"
that characterizes a sys
tem governed by principles which govern the relationship between the
parts and the whole (16). Needless to say, the western alphabet fits per
fectly into this category. The second principle, that of transformation,
refers to the ultimately mutable and recombinable nature ofmost arrays
or sets and the manner in which systems (particularly language) evolve
over time (16). Finally, the principle of self-regulation alludes to the fact
that a structured system "makes no appeals beyond itself in order to val
idate its transformational
procedures"
(16). To Hawkes this refers partic
ularly to the way in which words
are not formed on the basis of their ref
erence to reality but to the
internal rules of the language which they




within the structure of the English language, without reference to any
four -legged barking creature's real existence. The word's behaviour
derives from its inherent structural status as a noun rather than its ref




6.4 STRUCTURALISM AND THE METAPHORIC NATURE OF REALITY
The usefulness of establishing an understanding of structuralism to the
discussion of modern type design is that structuralist thought points to
the ultimately relational nature of reality and human perception. As
Hawkes puts it, "despite appearances to the contrary, the world does not
consist of independently existing objects, whose concrete features can be
perceived clearly and individually, and whose nature can be classified
accordingly"
(17). Rather, he argues, the relationship between observer
and observed (or object, in any case) is paramount (17). "The true nature
of
things,"
says Hawkes, "may be said to lie not in the things themselves,
but in the relationships we construct, and then perceive between
them"
(17). Thus, there is a sense in which the type designer plays with the
very thread of human thought, knowledge, and meaning when he or she
seeks to redefine the character set through which communication has
historically been made possible. That is, type design has the potential of
creating and redefining the relationships on which human perception of
the elements ofverbal communication are based. By altering character
shapes and endowing them with an additional network ofmeaning as
in the case of Sciullo's French phonetic Quantage type designers may
be able to enrich the array of perceptual relationships available to any
reader at one time. As Hawkes puts it, "the ultimate quarry of struc
turalist thinking will be the permanent structures into which individual
human acts, perceptions, stances fit, and from which they derive their
final
nature"
(18). Admittedly such a goal is burdened with a high level of
idealism, but it is one which may be followed closely by designers of let
terforms for theirs is a taskwhich, in Fredric Jameson's words, "[seeks]




The very fact that such
attempts at the reorganization of human ver
bal structures already exist is evidence
that language, as Piaget suggest
ed, is a sliding, mutable entity. Likewise
the building blocks of lan
guage types and
letterformsare by no means static. They have
evolved and continue to evolve in a continuous metaphorical
reinterpre-
tation of human realitywhich, in itself is
inconstant and mutable. As the
social, cultural, and economical context of
civilization changes, so will
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the perceptual relationships necessary to establish and maintain mean
ingful communication. It is important to note, however, that changes
does not occur overnight, but take place through the incremental accu
mulation and triage of evolutionary steps which appear, are measured
vis-a-vis their effectiveness as metaphors of the human conditions and
are assimilated or discarded.
At this point it may be useful to establish a parallel between the theo
ries of structuralist linguistics and the realm of traditional western
esthetics, for both contribute strongly to an understanding ofwhat
enables evolutions in communication (as perceived in the mutability of
letterforms) to be accepted or rejected. The criterion, as intimated in the
introduction to this discussion, seems to rely on strength of esthetic
response. If esthetic response is a recognition of the metaphysical
embodied in a physical piece perceived bymeans of a sensory channel,
then the transcendence or not of an object, symbol, or system of human
communication which relies on such esthetic response is contingent on
the degree to which the object, symbol, or system is perceived by one
experiencing it as providing a metaphorical link to the structures of
human reality. From the point of view of traditional esthetics (particular
ly in the thought of Schopenhauer) ultimate human reality exist in an
abstract, neo-Platonic plane of the spirit and the function of art as a sys
tem of communication is to provide windows for humanity to perceive
and interactwith this ultimate reality. That is, the mission of art is to
put into words and images thatwhich is beyond immediate description
in such terms. This esthetic model, of course, hearkens strongly of
Kant's philosophy of mind and reason which consisted of an effort to as
Christopher Norris puts it "redeem philosophy from the radical scepti
cism of those like Hume, who thought it impossible to arrive at any
definite, self-validating knowledge of the external
world"
(4). Ultimately,
Kant's thought was fundamented on the idea that knowledge is a human
construct which serves an interpretive function vis-a-vis the physical
world (4). Thus rather than attempting to reach a direct, literal knowl
edge of the world, Kant argued that there were certain "a priori
truths"
which could not be identified through language alone that philosophy
should seek to identify instead (4). Thus, if from the point ofview of
tra-
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ditional esthetics, an object or system merits assimilation into the larger
corpus of human discourse on the basis of how strongly it identifies with
Kant's "a priori
realities"
of the human condition. Structuralism, on the
other hand, provides a definition or anchor for this metaphysical reality
by explaining it in terms of the inherentiymytho-poetical nature of
human communication. Thus, to the structuralist, the realitywhich
communication systems and languages seek to convey is the essence of
human existenceundefinable except through metaphor and myth. And
here is where traditional esthetics and structuralism intersect, for both
of these logocentric (meaning-seeking) disciplines maintain metaphorical
theories of being based on the impossibility of defining the structures of
human existence in directly literal terms. To the structuralist, however,
art is characterized by an "aesthetic
idiolect,"
or what Hawkes explains
as "'a special
language'
peculiar to the work of art, which induces in its
audience a sense of
'cosmicity'
that is, of endlessly moving beyond each
established level ofmeaning the moment it is established of continu
ously transforming 'its denotations into new
connotations'"
(141). This
assertion, which Hawkes bases on a reading ofUmberto Eco's Elements
ofSemiology, implies the existence of an infinity of interpretations to the
esthetic message which can be endlessly rearranged and reinterpreted in
something akin to a dialectical progression (142). To Eco, however, this
continual reinterpretation of the esthetic message eventually results in
an increase of knowledge through the repeated analysis and dissection of
the codes which make up the message (142). With every successive
deconstruction of the esthetic code, Eco implies, the reader (used here in
the sense of one experiencing or receiving a coded message through
some sensory medium) learns more
about the codes on which the initial
code was contingent, and so on ad infinitum. On the other hand, the tra
ditional esthetic model relies on the esthetic message as a window to
metaphysical reality rather than as a
self-sufficient entity capable of a
nearly infinite progression of
interpretations (143). As such, artists work
ing within the model of traditional
esthetics are characterized by a
"straightforward and stable commitment to an unchanging world
'beyond'themselves"
(143).
In opposition to this theory, Jacques Derrida, through his theory of
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deconstruction, has worked very hard "to undo the idea according to
Derrida, the ruling illusion ofWestern metaphysics that reason can
somehow dispense with language and arrive at a pure, self-authenticat
ing truth or
method"
(19). Rather than being ameans to an end, as in
the Kantian system, the study of language to Derrida is an end in an of
itselflanguage is the foundation of human thought and through the
study of language is it possible to glimpse the underlying realities of
human nature. Thus, to Derrida knowledge and philosophy are products
of and contingent on language and should be studied as such (19). It is
important to note, however, that Derrida acknowledges the impediments
to this end that are to be found in the intrinsically metaphorical nature
of human discourse (19).
6.5 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
As far as typography and type design are concerned, it is difficult not to
agree with both the structuralist theory of language and the Kantian
esthetic in positing that assimilation of evolving linguistic and typological
structures relies on the degree to which such an evolution is useful in
furthering knowledge of human reality. It is conceivable, then, that an
innovation on the western character set such as is found in Sciullo's
Quantage has a higher potential of being assimilated into the western
linguistic model than a complete rejection of the character set as seen in
Nick Bell's Psycho typeface. Sciullo's Quantage contributes significantiy
to the corpus of human knowledge by enhancing comprehension and
establishing additional links ofmeaning
and signification that are not
immediately present in the traditional character set. As such, there is a
sense in which extrinsically esthetic
innovations such as Quantage cor
respond to Eco's dialectic of the esthetic message. Through the
formalis-
tic restructuring of the letterforms
a door is opened to a progressive
broadening of human
understanding pronunciations are made clear,
the language becomes easier to assimilate, ancient texts are made rele
vant once again, reading and literature once
again become attractive in a
post-literate world.
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In this respect, a great advantage of the present milieu of type design
is that it permits those not directly trained in typography to participate
in meaningful ways and to make contributions enriched by their experi
ence in other fields of human
understanding and endeavor. As has been
seen, the ease of learning and wide availability of computer-aided type
design packages have created the potential for the development of highly
personal typefaces which more closely relate to their ultimate consumer
exactly because they are produced by this very consumer. In addition the
opportunity exists linguists, philosophers, and students of language to
more easily bring fresh insight and new life to a craft hitherto exclusive
to an elite of designers more preoccupied with the preservation of typo
graphical tradition than with evolving nature of human communication.
As RudyVanderlans of Emigre puts it, the point is notwhether some
thing is designed by hand or on aMacintosh or if the font is readily legi
ble or somewhat unusual; the point is thatwhatever it is that is being
designed will be seen and interpreted by an ultimate reader. The degree
to which this furthers and broadens human knowledge and understand
ing is the degree to which the typeface is successful. Thus, the mission
of typographymust be revised to make communication in a very broad
sense rather than the furtherance of the status quo its goal. As well,
typography should be liberated from the fetters of a visual tradition
which is gradually losing ground in aworld which reads less and less,
and should be allowed to develop in whatever direction is necessary for
the furtherance of knowledge.
Not all of these efforts will survive, and neither will all of them be
worth preserving, for they are subject to the same principles that have
governed every area of human endeavor in which personal expression
has been involved. In the visual arts, music, industrial design, the works
which have survived are those which have fit the intellectual, social, and
economic milieu of their time the best and have thus been assimilated
into the structures of language and communication. Thus, the type
designs that survive from this exploration are those which will mesh
most closelywith the reader today only to become once again inadequate





I. COMMUNICATION, rather than tradition should be the paramount
objective of future type design. In an erawhen reading is rapidly losing
ground to slick, multimedia presentations laces with sound clips and
Quicktime video segments, type is burdened with the role of attracting
the reader, drawing him or her into the text, and convincing him or her
that the text is worth reading. Textual information is and will remain for
many years to come the main form of storing and encoding human
knowledge. A generation is now being raised which is highly reluctant to
tap into this vast resource of human lore. They are, to a large extent,
bored and intimidated by traditional book design. Thus, designers and
typographers should strive to understand the mindset of this post-liter
ate generation and create books and type designs which will breakwith
tradition and overcome the present barriers to reading and communica
tion. Investigation and experimentation with page, picture, and publica
tion design should be encouraged and maintained.
II. The naive and untrained (particularly the end consumers of type
design) should not be discouraged from experimenting on their own and
creating designs which appeal to
them. Out of the resulting proliferation
of personal typefaces may arise designs which appeal, captivate, and are
more lively and attractive to readers bored by traditional typefaces. By
the same token, type designers with formal training should be attuned to
the developments in this field as indicators ofwhat forms and designs
ultimately accomplish the task of
communicating.
III. Experimentationwith alternative letterforms should be maintained
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and encouraged, especial as it pertains to the development of type
designs enriched in usefulness and signification. Phonetic typefaces
such as Sciullo's Quantage provide hope for greater ease in the learning
of the world's languages as well as for the preservation of ancient texts
no longer legible to the modern reader. As such, alternative letterforms
are capable of serving the greater goals of communication: the dissemi
nation of human understanding and the concurrent advancement of civi
lization.
IV. Illegibility should not be discouraged as long as it does not become
an end in itself, for any text that is initially illegible becomes legible inso
far as the necessarymental substitutions of one code for another are
realized. In particular, experimentationwith nontraditional letterforms
should not be discouraged because initially they appear illegible.
Undeniably, the possibility exists that letterforms may be designed
which are more legible and perform the tasks of communication more
effectively than the present 26 though at first theymay appear illegible.
As an end in itself, illegibility is no more than an interesting study in the
semantics ofwhat defines a typeface. If it does not serve the task of com
munication, illegibility is no more than an exercise in the making of
marks.
V. The permanence of new type designs will be measured by their effec
tiveness in overcoming the barriers of post-literacy and by their success
in communicating a culturally and linguistically enriched message to an
increasingly lazy and unwilling audience.
7. 1 FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS ON TYPE DESIGN AND TYPOGRAPHY
A serious study of the influence of typography and type design on read
ing should be conducted in the near future. The last serious studies on
reading habits and legibilitywere conducted in the late 1960s and early
1970s, almost a full generation (25 years) ago. In the meantime, a gener
ation of children has been raisedwith unprecedented access to electron-
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ic entertainment and has graduallymoved away from reading to the easy
thrill of television, videogames, and interactive multimedia. They read
only if it is required of them and prefer colorful, splashymagazines to
serious literature. Thus, the aim of this studywould be to gauge the
"comfort
level"
(for lack of a better term) that readers of this generation
expect from a text before feeling compelled to tackle it. Comparative
analyses of texts set in serif faces and sans serif faces might once again
be performed, but new, alternative faces such as de Sciullo's Quantage
should be investigated for their potential to enhance the readability of
texts for a generation to whom reading no longer comes easily.
A second investigation may be conducted concering the circum
stances which lead two essentially equal typefaces such as Helvetica
and
Univers to achieve very different levels of commercial success. Why is
one far more popular than the otherwhen both designs are very similar
and offer essentially the same results? Is it amatter ofmarketing?
A
matter of timing? Or is there somethingwhich makes one inherently bet
ter than the other?
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